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Abstract; 
Accurate full-wave numerical simulation of discontinuities in transmission line structures has 
long been one of the most interesting topics in microwave engineering, and is needed in circuit design 
and analysis for solving problems in the respect of bandwidth, electromagnetic coupling and 
interference are often met. 
In this project, a frequency domain edge-based finite element analysis simulator for general 
anisotropic materials, and a suitable structured mesh generation scheme for generating bricks and 
prisms was described. Furthermore, the use of electric and magnetic current sources and incident 
plane wave as excitation source and the use of anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) in 
combination of 2丨化 order absorbing boundary condition is examined. 
For validation purposes, simulation results and analysis of a wide range of passive 
microwave structures at their designated frequency were presented. These included: 
1. the near field of antenna structures, 
2. field transmission and radiation of stripline structures, 
3. slot-coupling effect and the power loss between a pair of striplines in different layers of substrate. 
摘 要 
在微波工程裡，用以分析傳輸線不連續接線的準確的全波數字模擬技術 





Material)的高頻向量有限元（Edge-based Finite Element Method )模擬器;並 
使用了一個高可靠性的有結構性小網產生（Structured Mesh Generation )方略以 
產生各種形狀的有限元單元，它們分別是：方塊磚(Bricks )及三角柱體 
(Prisms ) •在這硏究的進程中，我們深入探討了電流源.磁流源•電壓源和 
平面電磁波作爲激活源的應用和理想匹配層（Perfectly Matched Layer)與二級 





A CD containing the Simulator and Results 
A CD contains the programme of the simulator is available upon request. 
The CD contains programme for the simulator and the mesh generator for the 3D electromagnetic 
problem, including: 
1. the element stamp matrices of the functional for the vector wave equation with constant tangential ’ 
linear normal (CT/LN) BRICK, PRISM, and TETRA( Tetrahedra are not used in this research ); 
2. the stamps of the edge bases of BRICK, PRISM for the boundary conditions (BC) in general tensor 
li 
form (for BC within the physical domain ) and isotropic form (for the ABC); 
3. the structured mesh generation scheme. 
The CD also contains a index web page linking up the solution field plots (*.png) of the simulations 
with Matlab 5.31™. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Significant advances in the art of microwave engineering and integrated circuit 
fabrication during the past few decades have changed the way we live. From optimizing the 
performance of antenna for mobile phones to the minimization of cross-talk in delicate 
electronic circuits, flexible and accurate full-wave computational electromagnetic packages are 
in great demand for engineers. These simulators have finally become available due to the 
11 
evolution of faster and more memory intensive computers and the advances in numerical 
techniques. 
Typical full-wave computational electromagnetic technique in common use and 
commerically available includes: 
1) the method of moment (MoM), 
eg. HP MDS™ 
2) the extended finite difference time domain ( exFDTD with SpiceS.O ) method, 
eg.xfdtd 
3) the frequency domain finite element method ( FEM )， 
e.g. EMAP5.1 [6.1], Ansoft HFSS7 [6.3] 
Among these methods, the method of moment is an integral solution method and a 
complicated set of bases and very accurate integration are needed. It is accurate but may not 
be as flexible as the other methods for three dimensional electromagnetic problems. 
The FDTD method is a 3D time domain simulation technique implemented basically 
with the leap-frog scheme. It is the most flexible technique and the updating equations involves 
only addition and multiplication. Subgridding can be used to increase the mesh density locally. 
Extended FDTD method is the end product of coupling together the FDTD equations with the 
1 
updating equations of SPICE based on some advance modeling concepts. In exFDTD, 
transient response of the active components can be modeled. Its frequency domain solution 
can be directly attained with fast Fourier transform (FFT). However, it requires a considerable 
number of simulation time steps to achieve steady state. The mathematical implementation of 
most of the perfectly matched layers is complicated and the modification on the updating 
equations are needed. It cannot approximate non-orthogonal edges or faces, unless the very 
complicated and highly unstable conformal FDTD scheme is engaged. 
On the other hand, the finite element method (FEM) is a very flexible method for 2D or 
3D problem. Using a suitable domain discretization scheme, FEM can almost modeled 
anything. The accuracy of the solution can be tuned by mesh refinement (h-refmement) and the 
increasing the order of the bases (p-refmement) appropriately. However, since time-domain 
FEM formulation is very complicated mathematically, its use is generally restricted to the more 
established frequency domain formulation for eigenvalue analysis and single-tone excitation. 
Thus, FEM cannot incorporate with active circuitry as the extended finite difference time-
domain (FDTD) method does. Moreover, the classic node-based FEM produces unwanted 
spurious solution, if the guaging method is improper. With the maturity of the edge-based 
finite element method and the introduction of the anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) 
around the year 1994，most of the spurious fields due to numerical discrepancy can be 
eliminated, and indeed ensure a better chance of convergence for most iterative solvers. This 
also allows the development of more advanced automatic adaptive refinement schemes for 
optimal solution. 
Nowadays, edge-based FEM with anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) gains 
approval as a useful quasi-2D and 3D full wave computational analysis tool. By just looking at 
the number of licenses issued for the commercial high frequency simulation software ( Ansoft 
2 
HFSS7 ) and the power of free GNU source code of EMAP5 [6.1], nobody can neglect this 
boom. 
In this research, a single tone edge-based finite element simulator with its structured 
mesh generation scheme was developed. Several passive microwave structures, including 
radiating antennas and transmission line, were tested and verified. 
With the use of APML and order ABC, a good fictitious absorber with an 
attenuation profile sufficient to prevent backscattering is obtained, so that no observable 
standing wave pattern can be noticed and all the travelling waves remain fairly steady in the 
physical domain away from the discontinuities. This absorber together with a suitable 





2.1 Empirical Design Formulas for Some Passive 
Microwave Structures: 
2.1.1 Short Dipole and Monopole 
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Figure 2.1 Short Dipole, its Charge Equivalence(dq/dt=I) and its Radiation Pattern 
i A short dipole is used when the operating frequency is low and the space is limited. As 
a consequence, the radiation resistance is much lower than the half-wavelength dipole. For a 
j short dipole, the current distribution is assumed triangular and the radiated power is 
( 
proportional to the area under the current-distribution curve square. 
I In the physical situation, the large capacitive reactance of a short dipole must be tuned. 
: But in our simulation, the excitation source is a unit current source, which delivers 1 [A], 
‘ whatever the antenna is. This eliminates the need of matching. 
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A monopole consists of the upper part of the dipole mounted on a large (infinite) 
ground plane. Its radiation pattern resumes that of a dipole on the part above the ground plane. 
It is widely used in the older mobile phones, where the casings act as a finite ground. 
In general, the electric field for a short dipole with length L is: [1.4] 
p JLcos 没，1 1 � 
T. J Lsin6 , joo 1 1 � 
Ee ~ + — + — ( 2 . 2 ) 
% s Q c r cr joor , 
IT J LsinO , jco 1 � 
Hep = — ( — + - ) ” (2.3) 
471 cr r) ^ 
E<|) = 0; for r » L and >i»L; (2. 4) 
The free space radiation resistance is: 
(2.5) 
入 
where U is the length of the dipole in wavelength (入). 
From calculations, the radiation resistance for a short dipole with U =入/lO is 
comparable to the radiation resistance of an W l dipole ( 73Q ). 
Similar equations can be applied to the monople if the observation point is not too near 
to the ground plane. 
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2.1.2 Slot Antenna 
. . � � . . . ,... X / \ 
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Figure 2.2 Geometry of a Full-wavelength Slot Antenna and its Radiation Pattern 
A center fed slot antenna is a resonating structure and an efficient radiator, if the length 
and width of the slot is set appropriately. The radiation occurs equally on both sides. The 
polarization is orthogonal to the length of the slot and is linear. The radiation pattern is of a 
fan shape if the ground plane is large. Thus, slot antennas can be used for planar antenna array 
and frequency selective gridding. 
The terminal impedance (Zs) of a center-feed slot antennas equal to 0.25 of the square 
of the intrinsic impedance of the surrounding medium ( usually at the free space intrinsic 
impedance Zair = 376.7^2 ) divided by the terminal impedance Z^ of the complementary dipole 
antenna [1.4]. 
Z ^ ^ 35476 
厂 < • (2.6) 
As given in the reference [1.4]: 
the terminal impedance (Zs) for a resonant 入 / 2 slot ( U=0.5 入’ w->0 ) is 363 - j 2 1 i a； 
the terminal impedance (Zs) for a XH slot ( U=0.475X, w=0.01 ； )^ is 530 Q ； 
6 
the terminal impedance (Zs) for a fUU 入 slot (U=0.925X, w=0.066X) is 50 Q ； 
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Figure 2.1.3 Geometry of Stripline Transmission Line 
Stripline is a low loss homogeneous transmission line of planar type. It is usually used 
inside the PCB to increase the routing dimension. Hence, stripline coupling and signal 
interference becomes crucial in PCB layout design and analysis. 
The geometry of a stripline is shown above. A thin conducting strip of width W is 
centered between two wide conducting ground planes of separation b, and the entire region is 
filled by a dielectric material It mainly supports TEM wave like parallel plate guide and 
coaxial lines, however, it can also support higher order TM and TE modes, but„ these are 
mostly suppressed with shorting screws between the ground planes and by restricting the 
ground plane spacing to less than 入/4. 
The velocity of a TEM mode is [1.5]: 
Vp = (2.7) 
SO the propagation constant is: 
" = = 从 ( 2 . 8 ) 
p 
The characteristic impedance is: 
Z - 術 b 
0 . 4 4 ( 2 . 9 ) 
where W^  is the effective width of the center conductor, given by, 
8 
w w w 
^ = for—>0.35 (2.10) 
b b b 
W W 0 W 
-^ = — -{035-W/b)' f o r — < 0 . 3 5 (2.11) 
b b b 
where W is the width of the center conductor. 
In order to design stripline circuits, one has to calculate the strip width for a given a 
certain characteristic impedance, height b and permittivity e^. To do that, one can rearrange 
the equation (2. 9)，（2.10) and (2.11) to get: 
W I— 
= x for Z , < 120 •‘ (2.12) 
y = 0 . 8 5 - V 0 . 6 - x for ^ Z , > 120 (2.13) 
where x = ——0.441 
9 
2.1.4 Microstrip 
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Figure 2.1.4 Geometry of Microstrip Transmission Line 
Microstrip line is one of the most popular types of planar transmission lines, its 
•t 
geometry is shown in the above figure. A conductor of width W is printed on a thin, grounded 
dielectric substrate of thickness d and relative permittivity e^. Unlike stripline, where all the 
fields are confined within a homogeneous dielectric region, microstrip line has some of its field 
lines staying within the dielectric substrate, and some field lines staying in the air region above 
the substrate. Owing to this, microstrip line cannot support a pure TEM wave, since the phase 
velocity in the dielectric region is c/yfe^, but the phase velocity in the air region is c. As a 
result，the microstrip line mainly supports quasi-TEM wave which constitute a hybrid TM-TE 
wave (d « 入). 
The phase velocity and propagation constant can be expressed as [1.5]: 
� - - i： (2.14) 
P = (2.15) 
+1 g ,-1 1 
〜 + + 房 (2.16) 
where e^ is the effective dielectric constant of the microstrip line and s a t i s f y \ < £ <e The 
characteristic impedance is: 
7 60 , 
T T i ^ Z “ 1 (2.17) 
10 
— 12071 
+ + forW/d<l (2.18) 
For a given characteristic impedance Z � a n d the dielectric constant , the W/d ratio is: 
= forW/d<2 (2.19) 
^ = - [ 5 - l - l n ( 2 5 - l ) + ^ { l n ( 5 - l ) + 0 . 3 9 - — } ] forW/d <2 (2.20) 
a n e^ 
where A = 
60 V 2 e^+l � 
and B = = 
Owing to the inhomogeneous structure of the microstrip line ( between two different 
dielectric materials and no ground plane on the top )，most source excitations and load 
terminations can only be placed on or underneath the microstrip line. 
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2.2 Edge Based Finite Element Methori anH the 
Generalized Variational Prinriplp 
for Computational FJprtromagnetirs 
In this research, a frequency domain edge based finite element method with single tone 
driven excitation is presented. It is a full-wave computational technique for simulating the field 
pattern of 3D structures. It is accomplished by solving the vector wave equation with the 
corresponding boundary conditions using the Galerkin's method which extremizes the 
weighted residual commonly described in the generalized variational principle. 
The basic theoretical development and the program flow of the FEM package, with the 
extension engaged are listed in the following table and figure: 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
1) Identify the governing differential equation and specify the boundary 
conditions. 
2) Construct a corresponding functional for the problem. "‘ 
3) Define a suitable interpolating function. 
Generate the element stamps for each primitive through the Galerkin's 
method and its inner product. 
12 
4) Apply variational method to assemble the system of equations globally. 
Table 2.1: Basic procedures in a typical finite element analysis 
Figure 2.5: Program Flow of Our FEM 
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2.2.1 Vector Finite Element Method for Electromagnetics 
2,2,1,1 Variational Formulation 
It is well-known that, the 2 Maxwell's equations that contain the divergence operator 
can be induced from the 2 equations that contain the curl operator [1.2]: 
• X E = 挪 0 - Jm Snwall - Sp Jm(P) Sexcite(P) (2 .21 ) 
V x H = j(0 eo [Er] E + Je 6Ewall + Sp Je(P) Sexcite(P) ( 2 . 2 2 ) 
• • I I � [ | I r ] H = Pm 6Hwall + Sp Pm(P) 3exdte(P) , ( 2 .23 ) 
• •eo [Er] E = Pe 知wall + Sp Pe(P)知cite(P) (2.24) 
where [|Lir],[8r] is the permeability and permittivity tensor; 
Je, Jm is the electric and magnetic current density respectively; 
Pe, pmis the electric and magnetic charge density respectively; 
the 8i function represent surface i of finite area in finite space; . 
(P) indicates the position of source p. 
By analyzing component by component, these 2 curl equations become: 
• x E = -j •哗G [[ir]B. (2.25) 
-(Hi X Ei +nj X E j ) 5ij == 0 3 no Jm (or pe) on dielectric interface (2.26) 
- ( n E w a i i x E ) Sewaii = 0 ( 2 . 2 7 ) 
• ( llHwall X E ) 5Hwall = Jm^ Hwall (2.28) 
• ( IWite(P) X E )5exdte(P) =Jm(P) Sexdte(P) Vcxcitation p (2.29) 
From (2.25)， 
H = -[^ir]"^VxE/(ja)|iio) ( 2 . 3 0 ) 
Putting (2.30) into the basic curl equation (2.22): 
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VxE)-ko^ [Er] E+ jCD^ loJe SEwall+ jO)|LloSp Je(P) Sexcite(P) = 0 (2.31) 
( I lHwal lXH)知wal l = 0 (2 .32) 
(nEwall X H ) SewhII =JeSEwall (2.33) 
i .e. - ( nEwall X ([^lr]"^VxE)) SEwall 0 Je E^wall (2.34) 
Finally, we have the vector wave equation in an general anisotropic medium subjected 
to the boundary conditions above and the excitation sources at (p): 
VxE)-ko' [e,] E (2.35) 
-(nEwall X ([|ll,]-'VxE)) SEwall + jW^oIp Je(P) Sexcite(P)=0 (2.36) 
r 
• ( Ilexcite(P) X E )5excite(P) =Jm(P) Sexcite(P) Vcxcitatioil p (2.37) 
with the boundary conditions: 
IlxE=P Dirichlet boundary condition: P=0 for perfect E-wall (2.38) 
nx[以r] (VxE)]+^(E)=U; Boundary condition of the kind (2.39) 
where ko=aW(fioeo) is the free space wavenumber 
^is a boundary operator depending on the properties of the boundary surfaces 
jAr,£r are the permeability and permittivity tensor (dyadic ) respectively 
NB. Since (iiHwaii x ([|[ir]"'VXE)) ShwhifO, an outer surface with no E-wall 
absorbing or other condition applied is intrusively a H-wall, the natural 
(Neumann's ) boundary condition for the magnetic walls ( H-wall ) 
automatically satisfied. 
In order to solve general lossy problem involving general anisotropic materials, an 
auxiliary problem defined by the differential equation and the corresponding boundary 
conditions is coupled to the original vector wave equation for the field in the anisotropic media, 
resulting in the folio wings: 
•X[“r-1 (VxEa)]-ko'£rEa = -jCOMa (2.40) 
nXEa=Pa (2.41) 
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nXUir—l (VxEa)]+y^(Ea)=Ua ( 2 . 4 2 ) 
where \s2 E*y'(Ea)ds=Js2 Ea*^(E)ds (2.43) 
{this property is important in determining the derivative of the functional (5F(Ea,E))} 
2,2,1,2 Advantages in Total Field Formulation 
The total (incident + scattered ) electric field FEM formulation used in this research, gains 
certain advantages over the scattered field formulation: 
1. no additional matrix assembly is needed to satisfy the total field continuity at the magnetic 
wall, since it just imposes a natural ( Neumann's ) boundary condition which is 
automatically satisfied by the vector wave equation. 
2. The global FEM matrices are more likely to be symmetric with our total field formulation. 
3. The electric field solution using normalized constant tangential edge bases (see session 
2.2.3), represents directly the physical propagating electric field. 
•f 
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2.2,2 Formulation bv Method of Weighted Residual the Galerkin\ 
Approach 
i * .T� * 
T> • s / 
•今 \ / \ \ 
' % \ / ： 、、、 . < • • •M N. ^ I �� •爭 � o ' : � ： 、、/•'•• 
•V. \ � i Z .�� ' ; ' • • 
/ �� / \ / � ‘ � y  / ‘ , � S 
/ V / � / \ ‘ \ / � / � 
/ � ‘ \ 
Figure 2.2.2.1 ： Node-based Interpolation Function for Bases of Different Order 
A good set of bases for FEM should not produce a non-physical spurious solution. 
Moreover, since no value can be imposed on the induced current densities Je or Jm on the E-
wall or H-wall respectively, the bases function, used in the variational formulation in solving 
this differential equation that contains only the curl operator, has to have no interaction with 
these induced quantities Je and Jm； this implies that the test function used in the final system of 
linear equations has to be normal tn hnth R-wall or H-wnll and in the same R^ space as the E-
field. The orthogonal set of vector bases (edge and face bases) derived from the natural 
coordinates in Whitney form ( e.g. Nj =lu2 (LiiVLi2 - U i ^ U ) )，and bilinear form for bases 
orthogonal in the Cartesian space can satisfy the above conditions without any further guaging. 
Almost for all general anisotropic material tensors of rank 2, the functional leads to an 
unsymmetric (non-Hermitian) and non-positive definite system which can only be set up by the 
Galerkin's method. The final system of equations is obtained through the Galerkin's method 
is the same as that of the Rayleigh-Ritz method when the variation is set to zero. In 
Galerkin's method, the testing function is chosen to be identical to the interpolation function 
used in domain discretization. Mathematically, the boundary-value problem is transformed into 
a system of linear partial differential equations (PDE) with a managable number of phasor 
(complex-valued) entries assembled from the variational form of the element stamp for each 
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primitive. The approximate solution is then obtained by extremizing the functional with respect 
to its variables. In other words, the original problem with infinite number of degrees of 
freedom is approximated into a variational problem with a finite number of unknowns to be 
extremized (search for the most probable stationary point). 
The derivation of the generalized variational principle using the Galerkin's method is 
condensed to the following statements [1.1]: 
The inner product in the Hilbert space is defined as: 
((p,i|/) = | p \ | / d n . “ (2.44) 
r 
The functional is: 
F,去�L一-去�0’ f� -去� f ’0� （ 2 . 4 5 ) 
Its variation is: 
5 FW=|〈L5 一 + 全〈L0，3 诊〉—i〈5 (2.46) 
setting this variation to 0 is equivalent to solving the inner product.�L么<z)�-� f，0�= 0 ； 
The ist variation 6F(Ea,E) of F(Ea,E) for electromagnetic vector wave equation is 
determined by perturbation for arbitrary small variation of Ea or E, and is given by: 
5F(Ea,E)=l/2 Jv {(Vx6Ea)*Ur"' —VxE) -ko'6Ea»£r*E }dv 
+1/2 jcoiiolv {8Ea*J}dv 
-1/2 fs2 {5Ea»^(E) -5Ea»U}dS 
+ 1/2 Jy {(VxEa)»Ur"' •(Vx5E) -ko'Ea»£r»5E }dv 
+l/2ja)iioJv{5E»Ja}dv 
-1/2 Js25E»Ua}dS (2.47) 
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By differentiating 6F(Ea,E) with respect to 5Ea & 5E respectively, 2 separate set of 
linear independent system of equations are obtained. To obtain the solution for E, the system 
involving 3F(Ea,E)/3Ea is set to zero: 
aF(Ea,E)/aEa 
= fv {(VxNa)»Ur"' • ( • X E ) -ko'Na*£r*E }dv 
+ WoJv {Na«J}dv 
- Js2 {K^XiE) -Na*U}dS 
= J v { ( V x N J n i r - l • ( • X N ) -ko'Na*£r»N }dv Esoln 
+ jCO|LAoJv {Na*J}dv 
- Js2{Nan(NEsoIn)-Na»U}dS 
= 0 (2.48) 
Rearranging this equation: 
jv {(VxNa)*Mr"' -(VxN) -ko^ Na»£r«N }dv Esoln _ Js2 {Na•议N Esoln) dS 
=-jco i^o Jv {Na*j}dv-Js2 {Na.U}dS (2.49) 
Alternatively, with plane wave incidence E™: 
5F = \ (VxNi)''([^r]"VxNj) dv + k�2 J Ni T[er] Njdv 
+jkoW(rxNi)丁 ([er]rxNj )ds 
-jko/^o!(rxNi)''([er]rxE''")ds 
-1尔0 fexN丨)T ([eJV xE''^ )ds 
+ j(0|Llo2pj5exdte(P) (N丨)丁 Je(P) ds 
= 0 (2.50) 
subject to: 
• ( Ilexcite(P) X E) Sexdte(P) = Jm(P) Sexcite(P) ： SOUrCe term (2.51) 
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where m is the outward unit normal to the ABC with the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
for the electric walls (E-wall), and the other boundary conditions are derived basically 
from the term in 5F and their corresponding physical properties. 
With the field used above, the expansion function must have the following norm, which is 
finite: 
|E||2=_fv|VxE|2dv+Jv|E|2dv (2.52) 
This implies that V x E and E should be nonsingular everywhere in the global domain, which 
It 
implies that the tangential components of E should be continuous across elements. Edge 
element is a direct choice for these requirements. 
It requires a solver for the general system, which is neither symmetric nor Hermitian. 
The electric field solution，which is in phasor form, is of finite dimension. The value anywhere 
in space can be interpolated from the prescribed interpolation relationship. This suggests that 




2.2.3 The Vector Bases for RRICK. PRISM, TFTRA 
/ ^ r ^ 
L J r _ _ J z 3 
1 2 
Figure 2.7 : non-distorted primitives: BRICK & PRISM 
Edge elements based on the Whitney and/or bilinear form vector bases are used in this 
It 
research. Two types of edge elements, namely right-angled PRISMs and BRICKs are used to 
fill a structured rectangular mesh domain with either electric wall, magnetic wall or order 
ABC on its outer surfaces. Tangential continuity of the constant tangential / linear normal 
(CT/LN) vector bases of these element are associated with edges,. 
In this research ’ normalized bases are used. Our normalized vector bases, or the 
vector intepolation function, whose magnitude varies from 0 to 1 ’are specially designed in 
barycentric and Cartesian coordinates for Whitney form and bilinear form respectively. This 
implies that the solution field (Esoln i) for basis i represents the magnitude and phase of the 
electric field of edge i without the need of scaling. All the bases on the triangular faces of the 
PRISMs are derived from the 2D Whitney's form multiply by a linear scaling factor along the 
3rd dimension. And all the bases of the BRICKs and the height of the PRISMs were derived 
as bilinear which has smaller phase error. Furthermore, J and M can be imposed directly 
(without any scaling ) and the field solution itself can be used directly for interpolation. 
Op on Primitive J dV J dA J dl 
BRICK: J d^. d � y d^. J d�u d^ v T ^ 
PRISM: \ d L j d^. J d U o r J dLiDor 
J dLioJ d^ w ！ d^ w 
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Table 2.2 ： Relationships amongst I dLsoJ dL2DJ dLio 
The formulation of the functional for the vector wave equation in the physical domain 
and the APML region requires global stamping of the volume integrals of these elements. 
And the formulation of the boundary conditions requires surface and line integrals. 
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2.2.3.1 BRICK 
BRICK element is bilinear. Its bases are normalized locally as ^{^x , ^y , ^z }. 
Edge Node Node Edge Basis i, which is equivalent to ==> EdgeBasis i 
_ _ i l in ^ 
"2 (1/2 +(yc-y)/ ly)(1/2 +(Zc-Z)/ Iz) X ( l - ^ y ) ( l - ^z) 
"2 "3 "4 (V2-(yc-y)/ly)(y2+(zc-z)/lz) Jc 
"3 "5 "6 (i/2+(yc-y)/ly)(y2-(Zc-z)/lz) Jc ( i - ^ y ) @ 
"4 "8 (V2-(yc-y)/ly)(y2-(Zc-Z)/lz) X ^ ^ 
"5 1 "3 ( M X c - X ) / l x ) (l/2+(Zc-Z)/lz) J ( i - ^ z ) ( l - ^X) 
"6 "5 1 (1/2+(Xc-X)/lx) ‘ (y2-(Zc-Z)/lz) 5) ^ z ( l - ^ x ) 
"2 "4 (i/2-(xc-x)a (i/2+(zc-z)a) J (1-^z) ；X 
8 6 8 (i/2-(Xc-x)/lx) ( i / 2 - ( Z c - z ) / l z )夕 \ z 
9 "5 (1/2+_/丨0(1/2+_/丨丫) 厂 （ 1 彻 - ⑶ 
"2 "6 (y2-(xc-x)/lx)(y2+(yc-y)/ly) \ ^ x ( l - ^ y ) 
^ ~ " 3 (i/2+(Xc-x)a)(i/2-(yc-y)/ly) 厂（1 - � ^y 
"4 "8 (1/2-(Xc-X)a)(y2-(yc-y)/jy) \ � X ^ ^y 
Table 2.3: Edge Connectivity Table & the Edge Bases for BRICK 
where ^ = 0 to 1; ^ = 0 to 1; ^ = 0 to 1; 
NB. The tangential field on the facets is determined by tangential field at the 
corresponding edges; this ensures tangential continuity across the facets 
To formulate the functional, the operations for differential and integration with respect 
to the Cartesian coordinates {x,y,z}must be correctly transformed in the local normalized 
domain {^x, ^y, ^z}. For the local normalized coordinates (^x, ^y, ^z), the differential 
operators can be found from: 
dx/d^x = Ix dx/d(l-^x) =-1, 
dy/d^y = ly d y / d ( l - ^ y ) = -ly 
dz/d^z = Iz d z / d ( l - ^ z ) = -1, ( 2 .53 ) 
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where Ix, ly and Iz are the dimensions of the BRICK. 
Therefore, the transformation of the partial differential operators from V x , • • , V in 
{x，y’z} to V x， • • ’ V in { ^ x , � y , ^z} involves the followings: 
a A/ax = (1/ ix) aA/a^x 
a A/ay = (1/ ly) dA/d^ y 
dA/dz = (1 / k) dA/d^z ( 2 . 5 4 ) 
And the integration operators are: 
|dx = lxJd^x •‘ 
J d y = l y J d ^ y 
Jdz = lJd5z (2.55) 
and in each of the local normalized coordinate: 
% 
. 1 d^u =^u|o' =1; 3 u = x | y | z ; 
J ^u d^u /2 =1/2; f (1-^u) d^u - |� i =1/2; 
d^u |o' =1/3; \ ( 1 - ^ u M u |o' =1/3; 
J ^u(l-^u) d^u =(�U2/2 |O'=1/6; (2.56) 
Since the CT/LN bases (Ni) are used, V*Ni=0 . From the transformation of the 
differential operators, the expression for VXNi is as follows: 
• x N i = [ 0 ; (1-^y)/(-!,) ;-(l-^z)/(-ly)] “ 
• x N 2 = [ 0 ; ^y /(-lz);-(l-^z)/( ly)] 
•xN3 = [ 0; z^ /(-ly)] 
•XN4 =[ 0 ; &/“)；- Z^ /( ly)] 
VxN5 = [-(1-^x)/(-U; 0 ; (L-^z)/(-l,)] 
VxN6 = [-(1-^x)/( U ; 0 ; � ] 
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VxNv = [- 0 ; (1-^z)/(! , )] 
VxNg = [- ^x /(U； 0 ; /(Ix)] 
VxN9 = [( l-^x)/(-ly);-( l-^y)/(-! ,) ; 0 ] 
• x N i o = [ ^x / ( - ly);-( l-^y)/(lx); 0 ] 
VXNh=[(1-^X) /(ly);- ⑷ ； 0 ] 
•xNi2= [ ^x /(ly) ； - ^y /(Ix)； 0 ] (2.57) 
Using the above, the element matrix stamps of the BRICK can be formulated from the 
II 





Right-angled PRISM uses bilinear bases for its heights and 2-D Whitney's bases for the 
triangular plane as its normalized constant tangential, linear normal(CT/LN) edge bases. 
^dge(i) len(iO) N o d e j l NodeJ2 s(i3) 
J 1 1 一 1 1 X 
1 1 _2 3 1 "x ^ J J 1 1 "x 
_4 1 ± 5 4 "X 
J 2 5 T 4 X 
_6 3 6 7 4 X 
2 7 ~ 4 X 1 •• 
A 7 "2 5 X 2 
9 7 3 U | x 3 一 
Table 2.4: Edge connectivity table & the edge bases for a Right-angled PRISM 
The 6 edge bases on the triangular surfaces are described by the 2D CT/LN Whitney's element 
multiples by the non-zero local normalized coordinate ( i f � w =0’ then (1 - � w ) = l ) at the w-
location of the triangle. 
AA办"2 - LiJm�1 �LIA如2 -乙2A办"1 _ 
N i = 1, Si -L^^cn, ； N4 = h S4 - L^^cn,； ‘ 
. 0 J [ 0 
L 2 M 3 - L s a K 1 � L 2 A办"3 - L J A K 
N 2 = I2 Si L^^cn, - ； Ns = h S4 L让c n广 L^cr^ ； 
L 0 J L 0 " _ 
「 L m 办 - 1 � � K - _ 
N 3 = I3 s, ； I3 S4 - ； (2.58) 
. 0 J [ 0 
where, for s(i3): Si = ^w ; S4 =(1 -^w); 
LiA= (ani+biiiU+cniv) is the 2-D barycentric (natural) coordinates in the uv plane 
1 1 1 
normalized with the Area of the PRISM = 1/2 | ul u2 u3\ (2.59) 
vl v2 v3 
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The 3 bases for the heights of the PRISM are described by the local coordinates ( L(i4)) of its 
end node . 
_ 0 ] r 0 1 � 0 _ 
N 7 = 0 ; N 8 = 0 ; N 9 = 0 (2 .60) 
- A a � L^2AJ L^3A_ 
Therefore the corresponding results of the • • N i ’ VxNi operations are: 
• • N i =lio { (Li,A VLi2A -Li2A VLi,A)*VSi3 
+ V . ( V L i , A • •Li2A +Lua V«VLi2A )Si3 .. 
- V » ( V L i 2 A • V L u a +Li2A • • • L i l A )Si3} 
=lio (LilA VLi2A -Li2A VLi iA)»Vsi3 = 0 ; B i = 1,2,...6 (2.61) 
since(LiiA VLi2A -UIA VLua) and Vsb only has {u, 1} and {w} component respectivly 
• • N i =V.(Li4Al3：) =0 3 i = 7,8,...9 (2.62) � 
since Li4A has {u, Y) component only, 
And, . 
• x N , =lio{Vx ((Li,A VLi2A -Li2A VLiiA)Si3 ) } 
=lio{VSi3X (Li,A VLi2A -Li2A VLiia) +Si3VX (LilA VLi2A -Li2A VLha) } 
= lio - t ^ m M i - h i b n ^ x ) 3 i = 1,2,...6 (2.63) 
where ti3 = ±1 for i=4,5,6 and i=l，2，3 respectively. 
� , 4 _ 
• x N i = - b n ^ , 3 i = 7 ,8 ,9 (2 .64 ) 
_ 0 J 
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It should be noticed that integration involving both Luv and w^ are uncoupled because of 
their orthogonality. For the barycentric coordinates, the formulae for integration in 2D are: 
Jiyi Ls'^ dA= 2A al!a2!a3! /(2+al+a2+a3)! (2.65) 
whereas those in ID are: 
JLi'' dl = li a l !a2! /(l+al+a2)! 
(2.66) 
tt 
The ID integration for the bases ^w，(l-^w) along w is stated in the above session. 
N .B. since { € , ( l - � ) } and Lid are both normalized CT/LN bases, their integration 
must be the same, i.e. 
by putting L,, (1-^) = L2, 
implies ft^i Lz'Ml = al ! a2! /(l+al+a2)!； � 
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2,2,4 Domain Discretization ； Mesh Generation Scheme for 3D，2D，ID 
Geometrical Entities in the Cartesian Domain 
、嗎竊mm^m察k � * 
Figure 2.8: A Sample Mesh Layout 
Domain discretization is a vital step in FEM analysis. By performing domain � 
discretization, the entire simulation domain Q. is sub-divided into a number of small domains, 
denoted as (e=l,2，3’...M)，with M denoting the total number of subdom^ins. A good mesh 
should capture all the necessary details in the domain. In some region, higher mesh density is 
necessary. 
In a conventional unstructured mesh generator using 2D and 3D Delaunary 
triangulation, a mesh with good enough quality does not always produced. Instead, a simpler 
rule-based structured mesh generator was developed for the Cartesian domain, in which all the 
primitives were contained by their corresponding unit cell as indicated from the input mesh 
layout. It was evident that this mesh generation scheme works for all edges along the principal 
axes and all other diagonal edges allowed in this project. In this structured mesh generating 
scheme, the allowable primitive types are BRICK, PRISM. This scheme was capable of 
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modelling any flare angle of a planar antenna, and was able to piecewisely approximate any 
curvilinear surfaces by short edges. 
Before meshing, the layout of the domain and the boundary condition must be correctly 
located, so that no mismatch faces may be generated for any pair of primitives in touch. The 
mesh generator divides the simulation domain in R^ space by assigning : 
1. global node number, edge number and edge sign, 
2. location of each primitive, 
3*. any higher order edge or face bases after completing a max order verification routine. 
(This procedure is not necessary in this research, since only lowest order (0.5) bases is used) 
4. global edge indices and sign, material properties and boundary conditions local to each 
primitive is applied. 
� 
Referring to procedure 1 above; every edge must have a global sign equals to 1，since the 
global node numbering is from a smaller node number to a larger node number. This node 
numbering may be reverse for the same edge referred locally wrt the node connectivity of a 
primitive ( see Figure2.7 and session 2.2.2). If this happens, the local sign of the edge is set to -
1. This is an important sign for that basis when the element (local) integrals for that particular 
element is stamped into the global system of equations during the final assembly of the global 
system of equations. 
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2.3 Construction of the Functional with Total Field 
Formulation 
2.3.1 Vector Wave Equation in the Cartesian Domain 
The electric field variational formulation for the vector wave equation in a source free 
element for arbitrary material tensors of rank 2 can be expressed in the form of the following 2 
volumetric integrals locally (local to that finite element): 
It 
Jv (VxN—j^-i (VxNc) dv - ko' Jv N, dv = 0 (source-free) (2.67) 
where N^ , N � i s the weighing and interpolation vector basis respectively, 
which have the same vector form as stated in the Galerkin's solution method, 
ko is the free-space wave number. � 
is the inverse of the permeability tennsor. 
is the permittivity tensor. 
Jv dv operator performs volumetric integration wrt volume V. 一 
E s o l n is the unnknown magnitude of the electric field to be found. 
The magnetic field formulation can be directly obtained by duality stated in the basic duality 
principle [1.5] in table 2.5, and suitable reintrepretation of the boundary conditions. 
For simplicity, Yur ( = ) and Xer ( ) are used throughout in our formulations. The 
iniplementation of the functional is stated in the appendex. 
E -> H H -> -E 
J -> M M -> - J 
^^r -> Er e, -> I^r 
Z o - > Y o Y o - > Z o 
Table 2.5 Duality Principle in Electromagnetics 
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2.3.2 Boundary Conditions in the Cartesian Coordinate System 
Image Image \ 
W I w 
S： K SD » S 
H 丨 
H 丨 
Jtan I t Jian Jtan f ； f Jlan 
Jnormai^""" Jnormal Jnormal ‘ Jnonnal 
Mtan t t Mtan Mtan \ j f Mtan 
I I t 
Mnoimal ^ ^ Mnonnal j ^ Mnonnal 
Figure 2.9: Equivalent Image of Electric and Magnetic Current Sources 
The magnetic wall (H-wall) in our total field formulation acts as an mirroring plane to the electric 
field pattern. In our samples, H-wall is imposed on the plane of symmetry of the structure. 
Whenever a symmetric conducting transmission line was bisected by a H-wall, a half-width line is 
produced in our simulation. The values of the current sources and loads on the half-width line is 
assigned following the rule in circuit theory for lumped elements and whether these sources or loads 
is on the H-wall or not as shown in the figure 2.10 
5 5 E 
I ^ 丨邑 
J t o t (j) Z t o t () Z t o t .. 
竊f)蘭 
I vJl I J 2 Z l Z 2 | Z i I Z 2 17.7 I Z 4 
J f I 
Figure 2.10: Splitting Current Sources and Impedance wrt an Magnetic Wall 
Jt�t = Ji + J2 (2.68) 
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Zto" =Z丨-丨+Z2-1 (2.69) 
for the case where Z2 is not on the H-wall in our simulation domain 
Z J = Z丨-丨 + (Z2-丨 + Z3-1广丨 + Z4-1 (2.70) 
for the case where Z3 ( TL产T^� ) i s on the H-wall and Z4 not on the H-wall in our simulation 
domain. 
These are the useful electromagnetic principles required for setting the values of the impressed 
boundary conditions for current (J) and load (Z^ in the simulation domain. 
It 
In the following discussion of the boundary conditions, except the boundary conditions for the 
electric and magnetic wall and the impressed current source, all other boundary conditions are 
grouped under the category of boundary conditions of the kind where modifications matrices of 
the global system of equations will be taken placed. 
2,3,2,1 P e r f e c t M a p n e t i c W a l l ( N e u m a n n ^ R n n n d a r v CnnHiti^n ) 
The equation for magnetic wall is: 
nxH=0 (2.71) 
The vector identity for stating the magnetic wall in the functional is: 
E •( n x V x E ) = -j koZo E •( n x H ) = - j k^Z�H •( n x E ) (2.72) 
The surface integrals J E •( nxVxE ) ds in (2.72) vanishes on all electric and magnetic surfaces 
comprising the boundaries of the volume (V). 
The magnetic wall is a natural boundary condition already engaged when setting up the variational 
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form of the vector wave equation, and no additional integral is needed to superpose to the functional. 
2,3,2,2 Perfect Electric Wall (Dirichlet Rmindarv ronHitipn ) 
The equation for electric wall is : 
nxE = nxE,^ = 0; (2.73) 
This is added to the global FEM system as the Dirichlet boundary condition with the impressed 
value ( p ) equals 0’ which is applied to the functional when all types of the boundary conditions of 
the 3rd kind. As a result, the matrix size is reduced. 
The following sample is used to illustrate the usage of Dirichlet boundary condition. � 
Assuming this system of matrix, 
KII KI2 KI3 E, BI 
K21 K22 K23 E2 = b2 
K32 K 3 3 � L E 3 � [ b 3 _ 
is subjected to the Dirichlet boundary condition with impressed value for E, = p, therefore, 
this system is modified into: 
_ 1 0 0 TE,1「P_ 
K21 K22 K23 E2 = bj 
K32 K33�|_E3�Lb3_ 
,which is reduced to: 
K22 K23 E2 _ b2 -K21P 
尺33」|_丑3�Lb3-K3iP_ 
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2,3,2.3 Anisotropic Perfectly Matched Layer (APMT.^  
- GND ‘ 
^ T ^ 
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Figure 2.11: Field Distribution in PML for a Stripline 
This type of anisotropic absorber is Maxwellian but non-causal. Unlike Berenger's PML, no 
modification of the governing vector wave equation with the material dependent d i f ferent ia l� 
operators is needed, and so it can be used directly in a conjunction with the general anisotropic 
media. APML can be applied more easier than Benerenger's split-field formulation, and it faces 
only minor defects at low frequency because of its non-causality, but works well in frequency 
domain in our research . For example, lithium niobate ( LiNbNOj) is a common biaxial material 
used in optical devices. 
In the research, this APML is applied as part of the domain simulated in the direction where 
absorption of the travelling field is needed. However, since the order ABC cannot be used with 
non-isotropic materials, a layer of the appropriate isotropic medium is used as an intermediate 
buffer between the outermost shell of the APML and the A B C ; this buffer layer is not used if the 
APML is terminated with electric wall. 
From the phase matching conditions of the unknown field and the arbitrary characteristic term, the 
diagonal entries of the biaxial(uniaxial) PML matrices can be constructed. 
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a - j p 0 0 — 
[ 4 J = 0 a - j P 0 (2.74) 
0 0 l / ( a — j p ) 
In each layer of the PML, each primitives (BRICK or PRISM) can have a different [Aiayer i ] 
calculated from the location of the centroid of each corresponding primitive along the line segment 
connecting the exterior of the PML to the inner PML-physical domain interface and the type of loss 
profile (linear, quadratic or cubic ) assigned to the PML in that direction. After [A^ y^^ ,； ] is assigned, 
the artificial material tensors are updated by the folio wings: 
[ ILpml \M [A,ayeri][jlr] " (2.75) 
[ W ] =( [A,ayeri][£r] ) ( 2 . 7 6 ) 
[JirPML]]，[irPML] T^C usccJ as thc anisotfopic material tensors for the artifical PML. The absorption 
� 
coefficients (a, P) is optimally tuned (a = 1, (3 = 1.4 to 1.6) in order to give maximum 
absorption(minimum reflection) at the simulating frequency; a sufficient number of layers is placed 
in each direction of the PML to minimize the numerical dispersion and the phase error. 
Moreover, the local PML matrix for a primitive locating inside multiple ^ ^ ^ j ^ s f i S i g j . 
APML (along different but orthogonal directions) can be obtained by S g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B j ^ , 
multiplying the individual PML matrices in any order. H B ^ B ^ ^ ^ S P l i 
The modification of the material properties of APML in conjunction with 
a general anisotropic lossy medium is simple. 
Figure 2.12 sample layout for APML 
By observing the following matrix operations: 
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_A丨 1 0 0 T B „ 0 0 1 � A i i B i i 0 0 _ 
0 A22 0 0 B22 0 二 0 A22B22 0 (2.77) 
_ 0 0 A 3 3 I 0 0 B 3 3 J [_ 0 0 A 3 3 B 3 3 
一 A „ 0 O j B i i Bi2 BI3] [ A i i B „ A11B12 
0 A22 0 B21 B22 B23 = A 2 A 1 A22B22 A22B23 (2.78) 
- 0 0 A 3 3 I B 3 , B 3 2 B 3 3 J L A 3 3 B 3 , A 3 3 B 3 2 A 3 3 B 3 3 
It can be observed that the APML tensor applies its absorbing properties directly on the flux 
through the PML for the anisotropic media extended into the PML，he. £o[4iayeri][gr] E = [Auy,r i\ D 
and M A , a y e r i ] [ y . ] H = [ A , a y e r i ] B . " 
For a medium-APML interface lying on a Cartesian plane, the theoretical reflectionless condition is 
defined by 2 conditions on both sides of the interface: 
1. the phase matching condition for a plane wave incident from the physical medium to the PML 
must be enforced, and 
2. the impedance matching condition at the interface of the medium and the PML must be 
satisfied, this implies that: 
s rPMLij = ^^ rPMLij for all 3*3 iTiatrix entries (2.79) 
[ s j W 
Together with the definition of tapered PML with zero loss at the interface to the physical medium 
with incidence ( Uniform PML cannot make this) one can enforce the phase matching condition at 
the interface (laying on the x-y plane): 
k 2 2 2 _i 2 �XX - N XX 一KpML XX 
kr xy = K xy2 ^^ =kpML 
k 2 一 k 2 2 2 
r x z - N x z a - K p M L x z 
k 2 2U2 2 
r y x - K T y x D - K p M L y x 
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k 2 _ u 2 u2 2 
r yy " ^ r yy U — K p M L yy 
kryz2 =kpML (2.80) 
However, since material properties throughout the volume of each discretized finite element 
is assumed constant in order to perform efficient analytical integration in the finite element 
implementation , the PML in FEM simulation cannot be reflectionless. 
Passivity of the PML is another important feature. PML is proved to be a passive medium for both 
perpendicular and parallel polarization, since the divergence of Poynting vector is smaller than 0 
It 
(••Sav < 0 ) for the imaginary part of the PML tensor greater than 0 (lossy PML Im(epML)>0 ). 
The reflection coefficient of a conductor backed PML for perpendicular polarization is: 
r丄 =-exp(-2 d) (2.81) 
while that for parallel polarization is: 
= - exp(-2 d) (2.82) 
where = / e J cose^ V(coVo(exx cos�^)) ” 
k " 2z = ( e P M L x x / e J c o s G i V ( a ) V o E z z fex s i n � ) 
/( (e,, cos\+Eyy sin^(t)i) sin^e； cos^Gi )) 
for a plane wave incident APML-physical interface on the xy plane. 
If the incident medium is isotropic, the reflection coefficient for both polarization is related by: 
r丄(ei): r,, ( e i ) ( 2 . 8 3 ) 
The optimal choice of conductivity ( o ™ ” usually requires numerical experimentation following the 
steps below: 
Using a low </ml results in insufficient attenuation. 
2. Using a high o ^ l requires fine discretization(more than 4) in order to accurately model the field 
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without significant numerical discrepancies. 
Linear loss profile can satisfy the conditions for reflectionless PML interface, but the cell steps must 
be small to ensure a low discretization induced discrepancy and should remain small throughoutly. 
This may need an excessive number of layers and thus is inefficient. If the loss profile along the 
normal to the interface is more than linear (e.g. quadrtic or cubic), decreasing the cell size along the 
path of transmission in the direction of increasing loss provides a more accurate result, but does not 
work if the number layers of PML is too small ( < 8 ). In this research, this number is set at 6’ to 
save computational resources while giving sufficient APML attenuation. 
2°d Order Absorbing Boundary C o n H i f i n n ^ 
Before discussing the order absorbing boundary conditions (ABC), the formulation of the V' 
� 
order ABC is stated: 
order A B C from Petersons [1.1 Appendix C]: 
+ L c {jko Nr . (N咖 )+( l-sconst) N,V加]\。„删}dS (2.84) 
which is the same as: 
{jko N"肌•(NctJ+(l-sconst) JVc„隨}dS Es�i„ (2.85) 
where N^  is the weighing function, and equals to the interpolation basis N^ 
Nj norm IS thc nomial part of N；; 
Nj tan is the tangential part of N； 
sconst = 0.5 for Fade' attenuation profile wrt incident angle. 
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This A B C is not a good choice, since it does not give a low and even attenuation profile over all the 
incident angles. 
Next, the order planar symmetric ABC from Webbs is stated: 
4 Nr • P(Nc) ds E -
(jko +((VxN , ) .n) ((VxN,)«n) /2jko - ( • • N _ ) /2jko) ds 
(2.86) 
where N；,肌=-nxnxN is the tangential part of N；; “ 
This A B C is a better choice, since it provides order planar absorption, and it does have a lower 
and more even attenuation profile over a wider range of the incident angles adjacent to the normal. 
N.B. ABC for non- CT/LN edge-element, the use of A B C is not important in terms of accuracy 
improvements. Symmetric A B C is not affect by the direction of i l 
2^3丄5 Plane Wave Incidence aj'^fnr 應 r R 气 崎 ) 
Plane wave incidence can only be applied to the A B C surfaces, while no PML exists in between the 
scatterers and ABC. This incident field is assumed planar from infinity. 
By field splitting, 
nx(VxEtot) 
=nx VxE祀 + nx VxE'"'^  
=P(E^) + nxVxEinc 
=P(Etot) - P(Einc)+ nxVxEinc (2 87) 
where P(E) = nxVxE; 
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as E丨nc 丨sknownjn prior, nxVxE'"'^ can exactly represent the field on the outer boundary. Moreover, the 
correct ABC for the scattered field remained is determined through 
P ( E , - P(E丨nc). 
P(Et。【）=4 (Nr) -nx (VxN,) ds Es�i„ 
= - I s (nxNr) • (VxNc) ds Es�i„ (stay isotropic) 
= + h Nr • P(Nc) ds Esoin +Js N, • ds U^^  (2.88) 
where 1 1 � . ‘ 
n is outward normal on the ABC surface ( = - propagating direction of E ' " � ) 
This equation is implemented separately into the left-hand side (LHS) in the functional: 
+ J s N , . P ( N J d s (2.89) 
and the right-hand side (RHS): 
4 I V Neds Uinc (2.90) 
In our simulations, the insertion of plane wave incidence must also incorporate the order ABC: 
[bincj = [ - J s N , » U ^ d s ] 
=[-Is N, • nxVxNc ds Eine + J^  N, ds ] 
= [ J s nxNr • VxNc ds Ei*" + Is Nr ds ] 
= [Js nx Nr • VxNc ds 
+i"s( jkoNrtan.Nctan 
+ .((VxN,).n) ((VxN,).n)/2jko 
- ( V * N , J ( V . N , J / 2 j k o ) d s ] [ E - ] (2.91) 
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2i2i2i6 M a g n e t i c A p e r t u r e ( M ) 
The formulation for a magentic current source is: 
jN,»(Vx[Yur ]M, ) dv 
= N . ( V x [ Y u r ] N e ) dv Mjmp隱d (2.92) 
where M, is the impressed magnetic current density vector of the same size as N � . 
Mimpressed is the known magnitude of the magnetic current density remains after 
extracting the intepolation function N � f r o m M � . ，， 
This is put to the right-hand side of the FEM system of equations. The constant vector term 
(Vx[Yur] Mj) is modelled explicitly from the above with unidirectional IVLp肌 e^d. Mj must be of 
finite size, expressed in terms of the CT/LN subset of the same weighing bases (found on Ihs), due 
to the need of the curl (Vx) and integration (JdV or jdA) operation. This term must be imposed 
together with an electric wall at the same location. 
2*3,2,7 Passive Lumped T.oaH ( T ^ ) 
In our simulations, passive lumped load ( Z l ) is modeled as a ID post by modifying the 
corresponding edge base in left-hand side (LHS) global matrix : 
Amat(i，i) = +jko len / Z^ Area j N, •N, dl 
=+jko Zo len'2/ZL (2.93) 
where len is the length of the edge modeling the load. 
C u r r e n t F p p H m 
The formulation for a current feed in general is: 
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-jwi^o lNi®Jjdv (2.94) 
which is the same as, - jwkoZo j N，Jj dv (2.95) 
where Z � = 376.15^2 is the intrinsic impedance in free space. 
The current density (J) is directly derived from the vector wave equation with source. The 
common factor jw^o is originated from substituting VxE= - M； - jcojLioOJH. It is highly 
recommended to impose the current sources vectors( same directions) on/in the BRICKs or along 
the height of the PRISM, because, linear and othrogonal continuity of 3D/2D current distribution 
can be ensured. “ 
Physically, the impressed current density (J) may not vary from UC to UC along the direction of 
propagation, but varies exponentially in the other directions depending on the guiding structure. 
Therefore, manual or semiautomatic 2D and 3D current modeling using lower order bases (CT/LN) 
may not be physically valid. The current wire, which is ID, should be used to simplify the 
modeling of the current feed. “ 
Voltage Feed (impressf^ H F-fip�d� 
The electric field for the edges along the straight line between the transmission line and the ground 
IS calculated by dividing the gap voltage (Vg,p) by the separation of the line to ground ( d): 
E = (2.96) 
The use of the impressed electric field must be taken with great care, because: 
1. it may affect the field pattern of the transmission line structure if placed inappropriately, for 
example, placing it 入/2 away from the open circuit of a stripline. 
2. it represents the total field, which may not be wanted as an impressed source. 
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Therefore, voltage feed is seldom used. 
2.3.2.10 Resistive Sheet(= r* order ABC 二 standard mC) 
The formulation for a resistive sheet on source free surfaces is: 
- j — 0 isNr.nXHtan dS 
= +jco|Lio Js2( 1/R) n x N r • n x N , d S Es�i„ (2 .97 ) 
which is the same as, 
•i 
+ j k o Z j s 2 ( l /R ) n x N , » n x N , dS ” (2 .98 ) 
where n x H咖= n x H =1 尔。nx (2.99) 
s2 satisfies opaque impedance boundary conditions (IBC), if s2 is closed, 
or s2 satisfies penetrate resistive sheet condition, if s2 is open. 
Resistivity (R) equals to the intrinsic impedance ( Z � = 316.15 ) in free space. 
Resistive sheet is usually used to model a thin planar dielectric coating (e.g. randome in antenna 
problems )，the change in the impedance boundary conditions at the edges of the coating is not 
accounted for. It is identical in meaning and formulation to the order A B C from Peterson (see 
session 2.3.2.4 ) with sconst=L 
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2A Visualization and Post-Processing of the Solution Fit>lH 
2.4.1 Field Pattern Plot 
Plotting the solution electric (E-) field pattern is crucial and straightforward for engineering 
analysis. However, the magnetic (H-) field is less accurate, since it is computed from the E-field 
based on the following equation( assuming the source-free ): 
H = — — 5 V x E (2.100) 
The magnetic field is not very accurate for constant tangential, linear normal elements. 
Therefore, the computation of current on perfect conductors and plotting of the magnetic field was 
not be carried out in this research. 
It must be noticed that only the tangential part of the solution field with normalized bases can be 
plotted directly. All other interpolated values of the field on or inside a primitive cannot be tested 
for accuracy; moreover, no tangential continuity can be ensured on the surface of a primitive for 
CT/LN bases. 
2.4.2 Impedance at Input Port 
The electric field can be used to perform line integral to obtain the voltage of a transmission 
line. 
Veo„d-V^, = - L r E . d l (2.101) 
V = |E|dp�� (2.102) 
where is the corresponding thickness at the port, which should equal to the length of the 
current feed. 
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2.4.3 Y-parameter Extraction 
The microwave structure in our total electric field FEM research can be easily fed by an 
impressed current source, which equals to the total current at the input port irrespect of the degree 
of discrepancy of the field solution . It is more difficult to ensure a valid solution field pattern when 
a voltage gap is used in a domain with any general lossy anisotropic materials. Therefore, instead of 
S-parameter, the Y-parameter is extracted. “ 
The formula for Y-parameter extraction is derived from the followings: 
P o w e r ^ y g t r a n s m i t t e d f r o m p o r t i t o j 
= v ; v； /Yij =\l (Ei丨 ds ’as = L 广 E •cU 
= l (E,i X([|Lir丨VxEj^iiin ds /(-j哗。） (2.103) 
where Din is the inward normal unit vector on the closed surface for Y-parameter extraction 
in the FE domain. 
By fixing the source voltage, or equivalently, inserting short-circuit posts ( E ) at 
all other ports: 
V ' = l , V = 0 VjT i^ ； (2.104) 
Therefore, the solution for E-field £(,’口/ for a single unit voltage excitation at each port can 
be found from (2.103) and (2.104). By subsituting (2.104) into (2.103)， 
Yij = (-j/co|Li。)（ dv + ko'J E； ^[ej E/dv 
+ ft (Epi X ( M - i V x E p J ) . i u ds ); Vp关 1 (2.105) 
where Bout is the surface normal pointing away from the closed surface. 
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Similarly, 
Yii = (-j/a)|Li。)（ k^xE;)\[pi,rVxE；) dv + ko^ f E； ^ [eJ E.'dv 
+ ffs (Epi X (M-iVxEpi).iu ds ); (2.106) 
N.B. There has to be no impressed source in the volume enclosed by the closed surface 
‘ since it gives additional power influx. 
I Theoretically, the S-parameter matrix ( [S] ) can be obtained from the transformation of the 
Y-parameter ([Y]) stated in the followings equation: 
[S] = inv([I]+ [Y]) * ([I]- [Y]) (2.107) 
where [I] is the unitary matrix ( all diagonal elements = 1 ) having the same size as [Y] and [S]. 
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Chapter 3 
Simulation Results and Discussion: 
Radiating Structures 
3.1.1 Short Dipole and Monopole 
3J.L1 Short Dipole 
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Figure 3.1: Simulation Setup and Field Pattern for a Short Dipole( A/10) 
Since the antenna is rotationally symmetric about the z-axis, the radiation field should also be 
rotationally symmetrical physically. 2"'' order A B C was used for the dipole to represent the radiating 
boundary. It was placed (X/2) far away from the dipole, so that the gradual phase change ( from n/2 to -
穴 o n the xy-plane which bisects the dipole ) and the decay of the radiation can be observed. 
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Phase plot ( on the right ) shows the cylindrical symmetry. However, since the simulation was in a 
low-density rectangular mesh with CT/LN BRICK elements, the field pattern is distorted ( solution field 




紅 1 ,2 E q u i v a l e n t M o n o p o l e 
Electric Wall (Ground Plane) is placed on the xy plane. 
� - � - ' � ’ Magnetic Wall is placed on yz & zx plane cutting the orign. 
� - - \ \ - , 
\ 广 \ � \ : > 2nd order ABC is placed on the xy’yz&zx plane 11 cells away. 
8 . . . � < • « : � . . . . . . : . : < • ' . � . � � . . . . 
； ~ ' : � : - � � � A 1 cell high ( " 1 0 ) Short Current Post carrying unit Current Density is 
placed on the origin as the Radiating Monopole. 
Figure 3.2: Layout of the Monople with H-wall at -x,-y open surfaces 
In the case of this short monopole, a ground plane is laid, so that the physical domain under study is 
only half of that for a dipole. Magnetic walls were placed on the yz and zx-plane to decrease the size of 
the simulation domain to a quarter further. By doing so, the magnitude of the current excitation had to be 
% 
reduced to V4 of that of its dipole counterpart. 
The field pattern near the monopole ( especially Ez ) resumed that of the dipole except on the layers 
near the E-wall ground plane. The simulated phase changed gradually and the magnitude of the 
simulated E^  and E^ was less distorted and was similar to the physical near-field pattern. 
It is obvious that the result of this simulation is better than that of the dipole. Moreover it can verify 
that appropriate placement of the magnetic wall is a useful technique to reduce the domain size for 
symmetrical structures. 
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Figure 3.3: Field Pattern of the Equivalent MonoDole 
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3.1.2 Slot Antenna 
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Figure 3.4: Simulation Setup for a Full-入 Slot Antenna 
The full-wavelength slot antenna in free space has input impedance at the current feed point 
equals to approximately 50 + jO Q, which can be coupled to the transceiver circuitry easily. The analytical 
formulae for the near field radiation is not well-stated. Its simulation result is used to compare the 
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Figure 3.5: Field Pattern of the Slot Antenna Excited by the Equivalent Magnetic Aperture 
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Slot Antenna excited hy its Equivalent Magnetic Aperture 
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Figure 3.6: Field Pattern of the Slot Antenna excited by the equivalent magnetic aperture 
The electric field pattern clearly shows that the use of the magnetic current source as an excitation 
source at the aperture is valid. In the simulation, the effect of the magnetic current source is applied to 
[bmat] and the corresponding bases are set to an electric wall ( with Dirichlet bounday conditions 
applied). 
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3tl.2.3__Slot Antenna Excited by Unit Current Feed 
with Plane Wave Incidence ( I J'""� 
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Figure 3.6: Field Pattern of the Slot Antenna excited by Unit Current Feed � 
with Plane Wave Incidence ( U访�) 
Only 2nd order ABC was used in order to allow the use of plane wave excitation LP"'. The 
excitation in this rectangular domain is a plane wave incident from the yz-plane and the unit current 




3.2.1 A Straight 50Q Stripline 
\、）y � 
： 卜 交 •、乂 
、 、 广 义 駕二 ><5<5<>、、. 
” Magnetic Walls were used at 
The match load (Z,o) 丨 ^ ^ ， & f P l ^ s Passing 
is placed m from the through the origin. 
current feed in section ® ® —— 
3.2.1.1 only * ' �、、； J S < �一 ' . � � PML demands much memory, a small but 
^ sufficient PML size is often preferable. 
The unit current feed is 
placed at the origin. 
Figure 3.7: Simulation Setup for a Straight 50W Stripline 
The impedance of an uniform transmission line (Zq) can be tested by inserting a match shunt 
( Z l s c = Z o ) a t 
a distance > /4 after the current excitation (J), Half of the electric field is transmitted 
along the line while the other half is shorted to ground. 
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3.2.1.1 Optimizing the Thickness and Number of Layer of PML 
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Figure 3.8: Searching for Optimal Number of PML Layers for a Unit Current Excited Stripline with a matched load A/4 
away; loss factor =1.4. 
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These figures were used to determine the optimal attenuation profile within the limited PML size. 
The simulation setup used in this test is a unit current excited stripline with a matched load X/4 away. 
The magnitude of the electric field at the current source should be twice of that at the load, and the field 
on the stripline between the PML and the load ( 4 layers of unit cells ) should be steady. The best 
attenuation profile as shown in figure 4.11, indicates that there should be at least 6 PML layers ( 3入/8 
thick ) and terminated on the open boundary by a layer of isotropic medium and order ABC when the 
the loss factor was set to 1.4. If the PML is terminated by the electric wall on the open boundary, at least 
8 PML layers should be used. 
This profile should produce a uniform field pattern with gradual phase change, with a periodicity 
matching that of the guiding wavelength, as observed in the simulation results in the following session. 
% 
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The purpose of the above simulations is to test the cummulative discrepency induced by the 
PRISMs with different locations of PRISMs and BRICKs. With the setup below, it is obvious that 
unacceptable errors results when PRISM are placed near the striplines, where not just the magnitude but 
also the shape is highly distorted. 





3.2.2 A Stripline Cross Junction 
6 layers of APML+air+ABC 
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Only the right half is simulated right 
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Figure 3.11: Field Pattern of a Current Feed 50Q Stripline Cross Junction 
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The electric field patterns for a stripline cross were plotted above. It can be observed that the 
magnitude envelope computed from the region of PRISM( bilinear in height, Whitney in u，v ) mesh is not 
as good and consistent with that from the BRICK( bilinear) mesh. 
The magnitude and locations of the field peaks near the discontinuities are slightly shifted among 
different mesh layouts, although this does not produce a significant alternation in the overall field pattern 
if the PRISMs are constricted to a small local volume. Even worse, significant backscattering from the 
PML is observed if the PML is laid by PRISMs perpendicular to PML's depth. 
The following 2 prepositions were made to account for these discrepancy: 
1. The mesh density requirement for PRISM elements is much higher, since the bases for a PRISM 
in the uv-plane are described in natural ( bayescentric ) coordinates. 
2. If the direction of field attenuation (thickness ) of the PML is not the same as the height, the 
phase dispersion cannot be predicted, since the vector wave equation is no longer composed by biline�ar 
and constant multiples only. 
As in the case with the stripline, the current mesh with PRISMs except at UC touching PML 
introduces a high distortion in shape and magnitude which makes the result unacceptable. Again it 
如plies that CT/LN PRISM element is not good in accuracy. 
The magnitude of the impedance at the input port were computed by the definition: 
Vport 丨 Iport 一 Eport •dport edges 丨(Joirac port edges) 
where Jpirac = 1； 
dport is taken as the edges of the current feed. 
Eport is taken as the average electric field in the direction extending from the port into the 
PML, where the field there is fairly constant and no additional field distorion due to radiation of 
the current feed is observed. 
In our stripline cross, 
I Zpon, I = (5e4 + 6e4)[Vm-i] * 0.45e-3[m] /I [J] 
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二 4 9 . 5 
which implied that the current feed is placed far enough from the cross junction and 
reflections from the cross junction is insignificant. 
This ideal situation cannot always be met, as demonstrated in the samples with stripline 









Figure 3.12: Simulation Setup for a Stripline Squared 90° Comer 
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Figure 3.13: Field Pattern of a Current Feed 50Q Stripline Squared 90° Comer with a BRICKs Only Mesh 
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The mesh layout above is used as an reference. Compatible field solution is obtained when a small 
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Figure 3.14: Field Pattern of a Current Feed 50Q Stripline Squared 90° Corner 
with PRISM around the Stripline Corner 
The mesh layout above minimize the region of PRISM used, so that the field on the straight 
transmission lines meshed with BRICKs are as flat as that with BRICK only case. 
The power loss can be attained by dividing the voltage at port2 over that of portl: 
Power loss = -20 log( (E2*d2) / ( E l * d l ) ) [dB]; 
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and for both mesh layout, this power loss is approximately 3.0dB. 
3*2.4 A Stripline Champfered 9ft�Cornpr 
Figure 4.18: Simulation Setup for a Stripline Champfered 90° Comer 
The shape of the solution field is not distorted. The power loss of the champfered comer ( 3.5dB ) 
IS approximately the same as that of the squared corner. This result is not as good as predicted, since the 
stripline is modeled only by 1 unit cell (UC) and the champfered comer is not optimized at all. 
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Figure 4.19: Field Pattern of a Current Feed 50Q Stripline Champfered Comer with PRISM around the corner 
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3.2.5 A Pair of Slot-Coupled j 
y t 
Stripline Each Terminated with Open Circuit at Slot + X/l 
Figure 3.17: A Pair of Slot-Coupled Stripline Each Terminated with Open Circuit at Slot + 1/2 
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Figure 3.18: Field Pattern of 50Q Coupled Stripline (O.C. X/2) order ABC backed PML 
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Figure 3.19: Field Pattern of 50Q Coupled Stripline (O.C. X/2) E-wall backed PML 
The power loss computed from voltages at the input and output port of this result was 26dB 
From comparison with the field pattern in the short circuit case below, the discontinuities field 
Pattern in this open circuit case was of better shape. Details discussion was written in the next session. 
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3.2.6 A Pair of Slot-Coupled Striplines Each Terminated with Short Circuit at Slot + 
入/4 厂 
_- t 
I ^ f c 
O � ° 2 ., 
Figure 3.20: A Pair of Slot-Coupled Striplines Each Terminated with Short Circuit at Slot + 1/4 
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Figure 3.21: Field Pattern of Coupled Striplines (S.C. )J4) for Order ABC Backed PML 
The power loss of this result was 28dB. This is worser than that in the open circuit setup (in 
session 3.2.5). 
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Figure 3.22: Field Pattern of Coupled Striplines (S.C. X/4) for E-wall Backed PML 
In the case of the short circuit posts, which punches through both ground planes and the stripline, 
the radiation at the ends is lower than that with the open circuit setup. However, the power loss was 
approximately 2 dB higher and the distortion in the solution field from the short circuit ends obviously 
coupled back into the slot, whose effect cannot be accounted for. 
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3.2.7 A Pair of Slot-Coupled Striplines Each Terminated with Short Circuit at Slot + 
入/4 and Shorted through the Slot 
Uind«M S,C. Slotted Coupled Striplines with S.C. Punchlns through 
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Figure 3.23: Field Pattern of Coupled Striplines (S.C. m ) with S.C. Post Penetrating Slot 
for 2nd Order ABC Backed PML 
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The power loss was 0.4 dB and this is very low. 
This structure can efficiently couples both d.c.( the lines are electrically shorted ) and a.c. power 
Within the supported bandwidth for multi-layer transmission structure. However, strong reflection was 






3.2.8 A Pair of Slot-Coupled Striplines Each Terminated with Short Circuit at Slot + 
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Figure 3.24: Field Pattern of Coupled Striplines (S.C.入/4) with 50Q Load Penetrating Slot 
for 2nd Order ABC Backed PML 
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The power loss was 27 dB. Therefore，a match load or some lossy shorting post should not be 





Calculating the Input Impedance ( V^�" / ) 
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Figure 4.25: Field Pattern of Coupled Striplines (S.C. IM) for T" Order ABC Backed PML 
with Port 1 Unit Current Excitation 
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Figure 4.26: Field Pattern of Coupled Striplines (S.C. X/4) for Order ABC 卜 •‘， 
Backed PML with Port 2 Unit Current Excitation ['] • ‘ 
Magnitude of the Input Impedance calculated from / with I B I 丨 p " 
port 1 excitation for the coupled striplines (s.c. X / 4 ) for order " 丄 � ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ‘ � ： ‘ 
幼 C backed PML without shorted port 2. ( see session 3.2.6 ^ : � � 
above) 
==(4.8e4) [Vm-i] * 0.8e-3[m] / 1 [A] 
=38.4 0 . 
九 is input port impedance is the impedance for the 50 Q stripline with the slot discontinuity. 







In this research, the edge-based finite element method for BRICK and PRISM 
was used to simulate a wide range of passive microwave structures with discontinuities. 
The vector wave equation with appropriate boundary conditions was transformed to a 
functional and solved via the Galerkin method with a suitable structured mesh 
generated semi-automatically. The E-field solution found satisfies the governing 
Maxwellian's equations everywhere in the whole Cartesian domain (both physical and � 
artifical). 
Observable unwanted STANDING WAVE field patterns extending into the 
anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) were eliminated by a suitable setting of 
the fictitious artificial absorbing boundary, so that an approximately constant 
magnitude and a sinusoidal phase pattern with a period of Xguided could be observed 
along any straight metal strip at least 入職/6 away from any discontiuity (no need for 
impressed current source J). For the simulations in this research, the most often used 
setting was composed of: 
1. an 2nd order absorbing boundary condition (ABC) surface enclosing 
2. a layer of isotropic non-magnetic material (Hr = 1 ) o f a t least 入贿/16 thick 
next to 
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3. an anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) of at least 3入_ /8 and 6 layers 
of mesh cells thick. This shell enclosed the physical domain completely, unless in the 
directions where an infinite electric or magnetic wall applied. And it was placed at 
least 入max/4 and 4 layers of mesh cells away from the nearest scatterer in the physical 
domain including all impressed sources and circuit discontinuities, so that most surface 
waves died before intruding into the APML. 
This setting was tested with various discontinuities to provide good absorption. 
It 
On average, an 1/5 attenuation for the magnitude of the solution field on the ABC 
over that same travelling wave in the physical domain along the same straight perfectly 
conducting transmission line. 
The overall performace of BRICKs is better than PRISMs and TETRAs at the � 
same mesh density. PRISMs and TETRAs should only be used at local refined mesh 








丨 In this research, the edge-based finite element method for BRICK and PRISM 
was used to simulate a wide range of passive microwave structures with discontinuities. 
The vector wave equation with appropriate boundary conditions was transformed to a 
functional and solved via the Galerkin method with a suitable structured mesh 
generated semi-automatically. The E-field solution found satisfies the governing 
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4.2 Minor Problems Fncmintprpd, 
1 PML: 
The attenuation profile of PML is strongly related to the combination of the 
parameters in the PML, such as the real part, imaginary part as well as the number of 
the layers and the physical depth of the PML . In this research, we focused on the 
case of normal incidence and the PML setting is attained through the observation of 
the simulated field pattern. It is advisable to do more work to optimise these 
parameters with the minimum number of primitives used, especially at location with 
high radiation. 
% 
The comers and edges of the PML are formed by matrix product of the 
corresponding PML faces. Although it is the best guessing that can be attained 
mathematically, this does not provide a good physical interpretation on the behaviour 
of the field, which has attenuation in the propagating direction, and spreading in the 
other 2 perpendicular direction, especially at the locations near to the physical domain， 
where the field cannot be suppressed immediately. 
2. Memory Requirement of Direct Solution 
In a simulation setup, the number of unkowns (bases) of the system of 
equations increases rapidly with the number of layers. At the same time, the memory 
and time requirement in the direct solution of the final system of equations and time 
increases quadratically. This limits our number of non-Dirichlet bases to 12000 
approximatey on a PC with 768MB RAM. This problem can be trackled with 3 
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approaches: 
1. Use faster computers with more RAM, e.g. a computer with an Althon IG CPU 
with 1.5GB RAM. 
2. The linear system of equations can be solved by a stable iterative method e.g. 
I 
BiCGstab for complex number. However, the stability and the rate of convergence 
depends very much on the initial guess of the solution. 
3. The system of equations can be solved by first using symmetric reverse Cuthill-
McKee permutation and linear vectorization as demonstrated in prior to direct solution 
of each matrix block, 
4.3 To Prohp F i i r f h P r ： 
In this research, a good foundation for implementaion of edge based finite 
element method was laid. It can be used in the analysis of most passive microwave 
structures with discontinuities. 
Some suggestions for further work to improve the versatility of the finite 
element analysis are listed below: 
1. h- and Hierarchial p-Refinement: 
As a next step, adaptive mesh refinement (h-refinement) of the structured (as proposed) or 
unstructured mesh or adaptive increase of the polynomial order of the bases (p-refienment for 
those bases of the TETRA) produces field solution at higher accuracy. 
Higher order edge elements performed better than constant tangential, linear 
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normal (lowest order CT/LN) ones in terms of intepolating accuracy at the same mesh 
density, it also improves the rate of convergence in iterative solution methods. 
In this project, hierarchical higher order edge elements can be used in TETRA 
I 
I 
in selective region. It can improves accuracy in complicated circuitry. The trade-off is 
the complication in formulation of the integrals and implementation requiring a more 
demanding data structure. Furthermore, "spurious" phase error may arise in problems 
substaining low order propagation modes (TEMoo)only. Not to mention that the only 
It 
meaningful field pattern plot can only be shown at the nodes inside these TETRA 
through interpolation of the field solution. 
2. Computation of the far field 
Computation of the far field can be achieved by applying the field equivalence on the closed 
surface inside the physical domain away from the scatterer and the free space Green's integral 
method radiation states below: 
Green theorem integral: Method of calculating far-field quantities from the 2-D 
absorbing boundary condition. 
The Green's integral is given by 
Far field: ^ p ) =(l/27i)Js, - E V ) 始 (仏… ) d l ’ 
^^ dn 
p: observation point in the far field 
Es(p，）is the near scattered field on the closed surface SI (placed as close as possible, 
sampled every 入/20 ) surrounding the scatterer. 
G(p,p’）is the 2-D Green function using the Hankel function of the second kind. 
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Implementation of the Edge-Based 
Finite Element Method 
‘ In this Appendix, a more detail elaboration is carried out on the implementation of the FEM 
/ 
with necessary program listing. 
Program for setting up the problem and the integral stamps were written in Matlab™ The 
I丨 
effect on the electric field of any discontinuities of an arbitrary passive microwave circuit structure 
can be studied by the simulator. 
I t 
A . l M e s h G e n e r a t i o n S r h e m p 
The mesh generation scheme for BRICK and PRISM filled unit cells (UC) are rather simple. 
I It is based on the followings ( shown graphically above ): 
I 
1. Each unit cell (UC) can be completely filled by a BRICK. 
2. There are 2 types ofUCs filled with PRISMs in each of the 3 principal direction, as drawn i n � 
Figure 3.2. 
： 3. The edges of the adjacent UC must be compatible on the surfaces, except at the faces touching 
‘ the perfect electric (E)wall, magnetic (H)wall and ABC where the stroke( non-orthogonal lines ) 
is arbitrary, as plotted in Figure 3.3. 
‘ r 巧 = 、 
i 
IZI [ _ 
I I , 
Fi 評 A.1: BRICK filled UC Figure A2: Types of PRISM Filled UC 
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A.l.lGlobal Node, Edge and Primitive Assignment 
In our research, the mesh generator dynamically assigns the followings properties for all 
BRICKs and PRISMs during domain discretization: 
1. location of each primitive, 
1.1. the edges of the primitives must not intercept each other, which should never be generated by a 
checked mesh layout. 
1.2. all the 2D and ID boundary conditions must lie on the edges and faces of their corresponding 
primitive respectively. 
2. global node and edge assignment. 
r 
2.1. the node index ordering (Nodestar t ,Nodeend) of every edge is in ascending order; 
2.2. the edge index ordering is counted with respect to the edge—list of each starting node of the 
edge in ascending order. 
% 
2.3. the sign of all global node and edge are defined as positive (+). 
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A.1.2Property Assignment Local to Every Basis and Primitive 
Property assignment of the bases can be separately done for global edges and faces. 
1. For any global edges, edge index and sign have been assigned, edge length ( >0 ) is calculated 
from the physical coordinates of the nodes of that edge. 
Property assignment of every primitive is straightforward mathematically. 
After all the nodes and bases are assigned globally, these global indices are assigned to each 
primitive. 
It should be noticed that, 
II 
1. The material tensors of rank 2 can be used anywhere in the domain except at where the 
absorbing boundary condkions (ABC) applies. Anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML 6 
layers) works together with the second order absorbing boundary condition in the Cartesian 
domain models the reflectionless open boundary at infinity well. 
� 
2. The centroid for computing the PML material tensors [^ 1僅]’ [£縫]of each primitive is taken 
as the centroid of the corresponding unit cell ( UC )，so that numerical dispersion amongst 
primitives (analytical integrated element stamp) in the same PML depth is minimised in the 
i I 
expense of the need of a larger number of unit cell layers in each direction of the APML. 
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A t 2 A s s e m b l y t h e G l o b a l S y s t e m o f Rgiiafions frm^ t h f 
E l e m e n t S t a m p s o f a l l Primitives wrt. c i o h a l F H g i ^ IV，仰！？作ing 
In order to simplify and speed up the computation, analytical integration with respect to the 
normalized bases of all 3 types of primitives was used throughoutly for every primitive's matrix 
stamp. 
In the next 2 sections ( A.2.1 & A.2.2 )’ which states the functional for the vector wave 
equation and the boundary conditions, the following matrices are used: 
II 
Y E is the element(local) matrix of size 12*12 for BRICK and 9*9 for PRISM for its 
corresponding volumetric integral stated, where YE(i，j) represents the 产 r o w f col entry for YE. 
XE is the element(local) matrix of size 12*12 for BRICK and 9*9 for PRISM for its 
corresponding volumetric integral stated. 
ZE is the element(local) matrix of size 12*12 for BRICK and 9*9 for PRISM for its 
corresponding boundary conditions. � 
Yur is the 3 by 3 inverse matrix of the premittivity tensor,，�K«r(u) Yunii) y«r(i,3)" 
Yur{2,]) Yuri2,2) Yur(2,3) 
yMr(3’l) YurO,2) YurO,3) 
and Xer is the 3 by 3 the premeability tensor , f(i’;）彻(�女州叫-
r ^ Xer{2,\) Xer(2,2) Xer(2,3) 
Xer(3,l) XerO,2) Xer(33) 
NB. all the entries of the matrices are zeros if not assigned in their corresponding formulations. 
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A.2.1 Setting up the Volumetric Integral for the Vector Wave Equation 
A.2,1,1 Volume Integration of Constant Tangential Rrick Elements 
For the BRICK used in our project, the final global matrix ( Amat) is stated as follows: 
I). The element stamp YE,, = fVxN, [YurJVxN, dv is of size 12*12 and can be composed by 
superposing the following submatrices, each built from inteV_cN_cN_BRICK() with their 
correponding 4*4 coupled bases : 
Group 1. YE(x,x),(x,y),(x,z) 
YE(x，x)= Yur(2，2) K2 /6 hx hy/hz 
+Yur(2,3) K3t /4 hx 
+Yur(3,2) K3 /4 hx 
+Yur(3,3) K1 /6 hx/hy hz 
YE(x，y) = Yur(2，3) K6 /4 hy 
+Yur(2,1) K3V4 hx hy/hz 
+Yur(3，3)(-K5)/6 hz 
+Yur(3’1) K4 /4 hx 
YE(x’z)= Yur(2,1) K6 /4 hx 
+Yur(2,2)(-K5')/6 hy 
+Yur(3’1) K3 /4 hx/hy hz 
+Yur(3，2) K4 /4 hz 、 
Group 2. YE(y，y)’(y，z)’(y,x) 
YE(y，y) = Yur(3’3) K2 /6 /hx hy hz 
+Yur(3,1) K3T/4 hy 
+Yur(1，3) K3 /4 hy 
+Yur(1，1) K1 /6 hx hy/hz 
YE(y,z)= Yur(3,1) K6 /4 hz 
+Yur(3，2) K3T/4 /hx hy hz 
+Yur(1，1)(-K5)/6 hx 
+Yur(1，2) K4 /4 hy 
YE(y，x) = Yur(3，2) K6 /4 hy 
+Yur(3，3)(-K5T)/6 hz 
+Yur(1,2) K3 /4 hx hy/hz 
+Yur(1,3) K4 /4 hx 
Group 3. YE(z,z)，(z,x)’(z，y) 
YE(z,z) = Yur(1，1) K2 /6 hx/hy hz 
+Yur(1,2) K3T/4 hz 
+Yur(2，1) K3 14 hz 
+Yur(2,2) K1 /6 /hx hy hz 
YE(z，x)= Yur(1,2) K6 /4 hx 
+Yur(1，3) K3T/4 hx/hy hz 
+Yur(2’2)(-K5 )/6 hy 
+Yur(2,3) K4 /4 hz 
YE(z,y) = Yur{1,3) K6 /4 hz 
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+Yur(1，1)(-K5T)/6 hx 
+Yur(2，3) K3 /4 /hx hy hz 
+Yur(2，1) K4 /4 hy 
for x=l,2,3,4； y=5,6,7,8; z=9,10,11,12; 
where hx, hy, hz are the lengths of the corresponding BRICK element. 
K1 to K6 is a fixed 4*4 coupled stamp. Ki"^  represents the matrix transpose of Ki, where 
i=l，2’3’4，5 or 6. The sign in the entries of Kj is determined from the sign of the coupled TERM; 
and the magnitude is determined from the integration of the local normalized bases (the 3 line 
integrals). K l to K6 is listed below: 
K1 : K f = K2 = K2' = [ K ^ 
[[2-2 1-1]; [[2 1-2-1]; [[-1-1 1 1]; 
[-2 2 - 1 1 ]； [12-1-2]; [11-1-1]; .‘ 
[1 -1 2-2 ] ; [-2-1 2 1]; [-1 - 1 1 1 ] ; 
[-1 1 - 2 21]； M - 2 1211; , [1 1-1-111： ‘ 
K4 = K4' = K5= K6 = K6'= 
[[1-1 1-1]; [[2 1-2-1]; [[1 1-1-1]; 
[ - 1 1 - 1 1 ] ; [ - 2 - 1 2 1]; [1 1 -1 -1 ] ; 
[1-1 1-1]； [ 1 2 - 1 -2]; [-1 - 1 1 1 ] ; 
L [-1 1 - 1 1]1; f - 1 - 2 1 2]1： [-1 -1 1 111; 
NB. cyclic order in x->y->zfor Group 1 2 3 can be observed in this stamp here. � 
II). The element stamp XF^ =J ( N, [Xer]N, )dv is as follows: 
XF(x’x) = Yur(1’1)Vol K1 /36 -
XF(x,y) = Yur(1,2) Vol K2 /24 
XF(x,z) = Yur{1,3) Vol K2V24 
XF(y,x) = Yur(2,1)Vol K2V24 
XF(y,y) = Yur(2,2) Vol K1 /36 
XF(y,z) = Yur(2,3) Vol K2/24 
XF{z,x) = Yur(3,1)Vol K2 /24 
XF(z,y) = Yur(3,2) Vol K2V24 
XF(z，z) = Yur(3，3)Vol K1 /36 
where Vol is the volume of the BRICK; 
hx, hy, hz are the lengths of the corresponding BRICK element; 
K l , K2 are as listed below: 
[ k ^ 
[[4 2 2 1];. [[2 1 2 1]; 
[2 4 12]; [2 1 2 1]; 
[2 1 4 2]; [ 1 2 12]; 
LL1 2 2 411; I [1 2 1 2]]; 
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A,2,l,2 Volume Integration of Constant Tangential Pyramidal Flpmenfs 
For the right-angled PRISM ( non-distorted) used in our project, the volume integrals YEy， 
XFjj is derived, where 
YEij =JVxNi [YurJVxNj dv 
XFij =\ N丨[Xer]Nj dv 
The derivation is as follows: 
YEij =lio Ijo for i=l,2,...,6;j=l,2,...,6 
{ftistjsdw/ lenw'jLnLjidA (bi2(Y歸22bj2-Y蘭2iCj2) -Ci2(Y_i2bjrYuvwiiCj2) 
-jL"Lj2dA (bi2(Y_22bj�Y脚2iC”) -Ci2(Y蘭i2bj�Y_"Cji))) 
+ fti3tj3dw/lenw' (fLi2LjidA (bu(Y爾22bj2-Y爾2iCj2) -Ci,(Y„咖2bj2-Y卿iiCj2)) 
-iLi^ Lj^ dA ( b u ( Y 而 - C u ( Y u v w i 2 b j r Y _ i i C j i ) ) ) 
+ ItigSjjdw/lenw 2(bjiCj2 -bj2Cji) 
( t i l d A (Y„vw23bi2-Yuvwl2A2) " JtiadA (Y購23bi�Yuvwl3Cil)) 
+ Jsjjtjjdw/lenw 2(b"ci2-c"bi2) 
(jLjidA (Y_32bj2-Yuvw3iCj2)- iLj^dA -Y_3iCji)) � 
+ |Si3Sj3dW 4 (biiCi2-Ciibi2)Y_33(bjiCj2-Cjibj2) } 
XFij =lioljJsi3Sj3dw 
{ JLnLjidA (bi2(X爾llbj2+X_12Cj2) +Ci2(X蘭2lbj2+X蘭22Cj2))-
- |LiiLj2dA (bi2(X曙iibji+X_i2Cji) +Ci2(X_2ibii+X_22Cji)) 
- •fLizLjidA (bii(Xuvwllbj2+X腳 12Cj2) +Cil(X爾2lbj2+X卿22Cj2)) 
+ jLi2Lj2dA (bii(Xuvwllbji+Xuvwl2Cjl) +Cii(X„,^ 2lt>ji+X„,^ 22Cjl)) } 
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YEij =(Ci4(Y_iiCj4-Y_i2bj4) -bi4(Y爾2iCj4-Yuvw22bj4)) for i=7,8,9; j=7’8，9 
XFij =X 爾 33 fdwjLi4Lj4dA 
YEij =lio for i=l,2,...,6; j=7,8,9 
{fti3dw/lenw fLiidA (b丨2(Y_2iCj4 -Y訓22bj4)-Ci2(YuvwiiCj4 -Y—i^bjJ) 
- Iti3dw/lenw jL^ d^A (bii(Y歸2iCj4-Y歸22bj4)-Cu(Yuvw"Cj4-Y膽ul^)) 
+ JSi3dW 2(b"Ci2-bi2Cii)(Y_3lCj4-Y_32bj4) } 
XFij =lio Jsisdw { (X歸i3bi2+X卿23Ci2) 
-JLi2Lj4dA (Xuvw"b" +X訓23Cii) } 
It 
YEij =ljo , for i=7,8,9; j=l,2,...,6 
{!tj3dw/lenw iLjidA (bj2(Y_12Ci4 -Y_22bv>4)-Cj2(Y_llCi4 -丫_2九4)) 
- Jtj3dw/lenw jLj^dA (13”(丫醫12�14-Y雨22bM4)-Cji(Y謂nCj^-Y婦2ibJ) 
+ fSjsdw 2(bjiCj2-bj2Cji)(Y一3Ci4-Y_23bJ } 
XFij =ljolsj3dw { jtjiLi4dA(X購3lbj2+X„vw32Cj2) � 
v w 3 l b j i + X u v w 3 2 C j l ) } 
’where Ijo (or Ijo) is the length of edges along i (or j respectively) . 
j = j l J 2 , j 3 
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A.2.2 Incorporation of Boundary Conditions 
Magnetic wall is a natural boundary condtion needs not to enforce separately. 
Electric wall is the same as the Dirichlet boundary conditions, whose imposition reduces the 
matrix size by setting the matrix terms corresponding to these bases to 0. 
The imposition of the ID boundary conditions ( voltage gap, electric current and load ) 
is straight forward and has been described in the previous chapter. 
Anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) is set to the unit cells bounding the physical 
domain, except at locations bounded by infinite electric or magnetic wall. The APML is at least 6 
layers of unit cells thick representing a thickness of The best absorption profile is obtained 
I I 
when the APML is surrounded by a layer of non-magnetic isotropic medium which is terminated by 
2nd order ABC on the outer surface. 
A曾2,2,1 Surface Tntegration of Constant Tangential Brick Elements 
Since the derivations of these element stamps are too tedious, only the final formulations is 
listed in their corresponding type. 
� 
服 The short hands L,R,F,B, U,T are used to indicate the face on the left (-x), right (+x), 
front (-y), back (+y), under (-z) and top (+z) of a unit cell respectively. 
order ABC I) normal component ( fJnteA一cNr一cNr_BRICK ) 
The element stamp for this part is: 
Face L % R % F % B HTO [ Y T 
tien =len(3)/ len(2); tien =len(3)/ len(2); tien =len(1)/ len ⑶；tien =len(1)/ len ⑶；tien =len(2)/ len(1); tien =len(2)/ lend )• 
ZE(9,9) = +tlen; ZE(10，10) =+tlen; ZE(1,1) =+tlen; ZE(2,2) =+tlen; ZE(5,5) =+tlen; ZE(6,6) =+tlen. 
ZE(9,11) = -tien; ZE(10,12) = -tien; ZE(1 ’ 3) = -tien; ZE(2,4): -tien; ZE(5,7) = -tien; ZE(6’8) = -tien' 
ZE(11,9) = -tien; ZE(12’10) = -tien; ZE(3,1) = -tien; ZE(4,2) = -tien; ZE(7,5) = -tien; ZE(8 6) = -tien: 
ZE(11’11) = +tlen; ZE(12,12) = +tlen; ZE(3’3) = +tlen; ZE(4，4) = +tlen; ZE(7,7) = +tlen; ZE(8 8) = +tlen' 
ZE(9.5) = -1； ZE(10,7) = -1； ZE(1,9) = -1; ZE(2,11) = -1; ZE(5,1) = -1; ZE(6,3) = -1-， 
ZE(9，6) = +1; ZE(10’8) = +1; ZE(1,10) = +1; ZE(2，12) = +1; ZE(5’2) = +1; ZE(6,4) = +l' 
ZE(11,5 卜+1; ZE(12,7) = +1; ZE(3,9) = +1; ZE(4’11) = +1; ZE(7.1) = +1; ZE(8’3=+1: 
ZE(11’6) = -1; ZE(12，8) = -1; ZE(3,10) = -1; ZE(4,12) = -1; ZE(7’2) = -1; ZE(8,4) = -1•， 
ZE(5,9) = -1; ZE(7’10) = -1; ZE(9.1) = -1; ZE(11,2) = -1; ZE(1,5) = -1; ZE(3 6) = -l' 
ZE(5,11) = +1; ZE(7’12) = +1; ZE(9,3) = +1； ZE(11,4) = +1; ZE(1,7) = +1; ZE(3 8) = +l' 
ZE(6,9) = +1; ZE(8,10) = +1; ZE(10,1) = +1; ZE(12,2) = +1; ZE(2,5) = +1; ZE(4 6) = +1: 
ZE(6’11) = -1; ZE(8.12) = -1; ZE(10,3) = -1； ZE(12’4卜-1; ZE(2.7) = -1； ZE(4!8) = -1;' 
IJen =len(2)/ len{3); tien =len(2)/ len(3); tien =len(3)/ len(1); tien =len(3)/ len(1); tien =len(1)/ len{2); tien =len(1 V len � . 
ZE(5,5) = +tlen; ZE(7,7) =+tlen; ZE(9’9) =+tlen; ZE(11,11) =+tlen; ZE(1,1) = +tlen; ZE(3 3) =+tlen-
= -tien; ZE(7,8) = -tien; ZE(9,10) = -tien; ZE(11，12) = -tien; ZE(1,2) = -tien; ZE 3 4 = -tien' 
$E(6’5) : -tien; ZE(8,7) = -tien; ZE(10’9) = -tien; ZE(12’11) = -tien; ZE(2,1) = -tien; ZE(4’3 = -tien' 
_， 6 ) = — ; _ _ ZE(8.8) = +tlen： ZE(10,10) = +tlen; ZE(12,12) = +tlen; ZE(2,2) = +tlen; 1£(4!4) = +tlen: 
order ABC II) tanpential compnnpnt i f_inteA_Nt_Nt_BRICK ) 
This stamp equals to the stamp for the resistive sheet ( f—inteA—nxN—nxNBRICK) 
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The element stamp for this part is: 
% R % F r%B RTu T^ TT 
tien = len(2)*len(3) tien = len(2)*len(3) tien = len � *len(1) tien = len(3)*len(1) tien = len(1 )*len(2) tien = len(1 )*len(2) 
ZE(5,5) = tlen/3; ZE(7,7) = tlen/3; ZE(9’9) = tlen/3; ZE(11,11) = tlen/3; ZE(1 ’1) = tlen/3; ZE(3’3) = tlen/3. 
ZE(5，6) = tlen/6; ZE(7’8) = tlen/6; ZE(9’10) = tlen/6; ZE(11,12) = tlen/6; ZE(1，2) = tlen/6; ZE(3 4) = tlen/6: 
ZE(6,5) = tlen/6; ZE(8,7) = tlen/6; ZE(10,9) = tlen/6; ZE(12,11) = tlen/6; ZE(2,1) = tlen/6; ZE(4 3) = tlen/6: 
ZE(6’6) = tlen/3; ZE(8’8) = tlen/3; ZE(10,10): tlen/3; ZE(12,12) = tlen/3; ZE(2’2) = tlen/3; ZE(4’4) = t l e n / 3 : 
ZE(9,9) = tlen/3; ZE(10,10) = tlen/3; ZE(1,1) = tlen/3; ZE(2,2) = tlen/3; ZE(5,5) = tlen/3; ZE(6’6) = tlen/3: 
ZE(9，11) = tlen/6; ZE(10,12) = tlen/6; ZE(1,3) = tlen/6; ZE(2’4) = tlen/6; ZE(5,7) = tlen/6; ZE(6’8) = tlen/6: 
ZE(11 ’9) = tlen/6; ZE(12,10) = tlen/6; ZE(3,1) = tlen/6; ZE(4,2) = tlen/6; ZE(7’5) = tlen/6; ZE(8’6) = tlen/6: 
ZE(11,11) = tlen/3;丨 ZE(12’12) = tlen/3; ZE(3,3) = tlen/3： ZE(4,4) = tlen/3： ZE(7.7) = tlen/3: I ZE(8:8) = tlen/3; 





Magnetic Current Source in an Tsotropic Medium (f—inteA—N_cN一BRICK) 
Magnetic current source should only be used at aperture meshed by BRICK s since its local 
normalized bases can better model the physical current distribution than PRISM. The element 
stamp for this magnetic aperture is: 
r ^ [w 
ZE(1,5) = -1/4/len(irien(2)1en(3); ZE(1，5) = -1/41en(3); ZE(1,5) = -1/4* 丨 e n � • 
ZE(1’6) = -1/4/len(1)1en(2)1en(3); ZE(1,6) = -"IMIen⑶； ZE(1,6) = -1/4*len 2 : 
ZE(1’9) = +1/4/len(irien(2rien(3); ZE(1’7) = +1/41en(3); ZE(1.7) = +l/41en(2)' 
ZE(1’11) = +1/4/len(1)*len(2)*len(3); ZE(1,8) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(1,8) = +1/4*len 2 : 
ZE(2’5) = -1/4/len(1)1en(2)1en ⑶； ZE(1’9) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(1,9) = +1/4*len ⑵： 
ZE(2’6) = -1/4/len(1)*len(2)1en(3); ZE(1,10) = -1/4*len(3); ZE(1,10) = -1/41en(2)-
ZE(2’9) = +1/4/len(1)1en(2)1en(3); ZE(1,11) = +1/41en(3); ZE(1,11) = +i/4*len(2)-
ZE(2’11) = +1/4/len(1)1en(2)*len(3); ZE(1,12) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(1’12) = -1/4*len(2) 
ZE(3’5) = -1/4/len(1)*len(2)*len(3); ZE(3’5) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(2’5) = -1/4*len(2) 
ZE(3’6) = -1/4/len(1)1en{2)1en(3); ZE(3’6) = -1/41en(3); ZE(2,6) = -1/41en(2)i 
ZE(3’9) = +1/4/len(1 rien(2)1en(3); ZE(3’7) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(2，7) = +1/4*len(2)-
ZE(3’11) = +1/4/len(1)*len(2)*len(3); ZE(3’8) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(2,8) = +1/4*len(2): 
ZE(4,5) = -1/4/len(1 rien(2)*len(3); ZE(3,9) = +1/41en ⑶； ZE(2,9) = +1/4*len ⑵： 
ZE(4，6) = -1/4/len(irien(2rien(3); ZE(3，10) = -mien ⑶； ZE(2,10) = -1/41en(5-
ZE(4’9) = +1/4/len(1)*len(2)1en(3); ZE(3,11) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(2,11) = +l/4*len(2)' 
ZE(4’11) = +1/4/len(1)*len(2)*len(3); ZE(3,12) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(2’12) = -1/4*len(2).’ 
ZE(5’1) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(5’1) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len ⑶； ZE(5’1) = +1/41en(1)-' 
ZE(5’2): -1/41en⑶； ZE(5’3} = +1/41en(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(5，2) = -1/4*len�•’ 
ZE(5’3) = +1/41en(3); ZE(5’9) = -1/41en(1}/len(2}1en(3); ZE(5.3) = +1/41en(1)' � 
ZE(5’4) = -1/4*len(3); ZE(5’10) = -1/4*len(1)/len(2}*len(3); ZE(5,4) = -1/4*len(1)' 
ZE(5,9) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(6’1) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(5,9) = -1/41en ⑴： 
ZE(5,10) = -1/41en(3); ZE(6’3) = +1/41en(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(5,10) = -1/4*len(1’V 
‘ ZE(5，11) = +1/41en(3); ZE(6’9) = -1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(5,11) = +1/4*len(li. 
I ZE(5’12) = +1/41en ⑶； ZE(6’10) = -1/41en(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(5,12) = +1/4*len 1 : 
丨 ZE(6,1) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(7’1) = +1/41en(1)/len �*len(3); ZE(7，1) = ；i/41en(1) 
ZE(6’2) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(7’3) = +1/41en(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(7,2) = -1/41en(1) 
ZE(6’3) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(7，9) = -1/41en(1 )/len(2)*len(3); ZE(7’3) = +1/4*len(1 )’• 
ZE(6’4) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(7,10) = -1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(7,4) = -1/4*len(1) 
ZE(6’9) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(8’1) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(7.9) = -1/41en 1 : 
ZE(6’10) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(8’3) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(7,10) = -1/41en(lV 
ZE(6’11) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(8’9) = •1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(7.11) = +1/41en(1)’. 
ZE(6’12} = +1/41en(3); ZE(8,10) = -1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3}; ZE(7,12) = +1/4*len(1 : 
= -1/41en(2); ZE(9’1) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(9,1) = -1/4*_1)1:n(2)/len(3); 
，9,2) = -1/41en(2); ZE(9’2) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(9.2) = -1/41en(1)1en 2/len 3 
ZE(9.3) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(9’3) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(9.5) = +1/4*len(1)*len(2)/Ien(3); 
，9,4) = +1/41en ⑵； ZE(9’4) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(9.7) = +1/4*len(1)*len2/len3: 
恶9’5) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(9,5) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(10,1) = -1/41en(1)*len(么/len(知 
想9,6) = -1/4*len(2); ZE(9，6) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(10.2) = -1/4*len(1 len 2 /len 3 : 
想 9,7) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(9,7) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(10.5) = +1/41en(1)1en(2)/len(3i-
恶9,8) = -1/4*len(2); ZE(9,8) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(10,7) = +1/4*len�*len 2 /len 3 : 
愁 ] ’ Z E ( 1 0 ， 1 ) = -1/4*_); ZE(11J) = -1/41en(1)1en(2/len(3); 
恶 1 1 ’ 2 = -1/4*len(2); ZE(10,2) = -IMIenll); ZE(11,2) = -1/41en(irien 2/len 3' 
翌 11,3) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(10,3) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(11.5) = +1/41en(lVlen(2)/len(3V 
翌 11,4) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(10,4) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(11，7) = +1/4*len(1 len 2 /len 3 : 
栗1 丨’：丨=+ 二 Z E ( 1 0 ’ 5 ) - +1/41en(1); ZE(12.1 = -Wlen 1 *丨en篇二, 
结 ’2 = -l/Sfn 2 • ZE(1�’6) = -1/41en(1); ZE(12.2) = -1/4*len 1 *len 2 /len 3 
琵 ’�7 = Z印 0’7) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(12.5) = +1/4*len 1 len 2 /len 3 ; 
•|E(11，8卜-1/4*_; — ZE(10,8) = -1/41en(1); ZE(12，7) =+1/4*len 1 flenisi/le 二： 
/oH %B ^ ~ 
,7) = +1/4/len(1)*len(2)1en(3); ZE(2.5) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(3,5) = -1/4*len0. 
$E(1’8) = +1/4/len(irien(2rien(3); ZE(2,6) = -1/4*丨en(3); ZE(3.6) = -1/4*len 2 : 
Ljg(1’10) = -1/4/len(1)*len(2)1en(3): ZE(2,7) = +1/41eiS Z m j ) = m*\enl2Y 
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ZE(1,12) = -1/4/len(irien(2rien(3); ZE(2,8) =+1/4*len � ; ZE{3,8) =+1/4*len(2)-
ZE(2’7) = +1/4/len(1)*len(2)*len(3); ZE(2’9) = +1/41en(3); ZE(3,9) = +1/4* 丨 en(2). 
ZE(2，8) = +1/4/len(1)1en(2)1en(3); ZE(2.10) = -1/4*len(3); ZE(3,10) = -1/41en(2)-
ZE(2’10) = -1/4/len(1)*len(2)1en(3); ZE(2’11) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(3,11) = +l/4*len(2)-
ZE(2,12) = -1/4/len(1)1en(2)*len(3); ZE(2,12) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(3,12) = -1/4*len(2) 
ZE(3,7) = +1/4/len(1)1en(2)1en(3); ZE(4，5) = -1/41en⑶； ZE(4，5) = -1/4*len(2).‘ 
ZE(3,8) = +1/4/len(1)1en(2)*len(3); ZE(4’6) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(4,6) = -1/41en(2)' 
ZE(3’10) = -1/4/len(irien(2)1en ⑶； ZE(4’7) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(4，7) = +l/41en(2)' 
ZE(3,12) = -1/4/len(1)1en(2)1en(3); ZE(4,8) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(4,8) = +1/41en 2 : 
：丨 ZE(4’7) = +1/4/len(irien(2rien(3); ZE(4,9) = +1/4*丨en(3); ZE(4,9) = +1/4*len 2: 
I ZE(4’8) = +1/4/len � *len(2rien(3); ZE(4’10) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(4,10) = -1/41en(2i. 
I ZE(4,10) = -1/4/len(1)1en(2rien(3); ZE(4.11) = +1/41en(3); ZE(4,11) = +1/4*_2[ 
^ ZE(4’12) = -IM/len ⑴*len(2rien ⑶； ZE(4’12) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(4,12) = .1/41en(2v' 
ZE(7’1) = +1/41en ⑶； ZE(5,2) = •1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(6,1) = +1/41en � . ’ 
ZE(7’2) = -1/4*len ⑶； ZE(5’4) = -1/41en(1)/len(2)* 丨 en ⑶； ZE(6’2) = -1/4*len(1). 
ZE(7’3) = +1/4* 丨 en ⑶； ZE(5，11} = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(6,3) = +1/4*len(1); 
ZE(7，4) = -1/4*len(3); ZE(5,12) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(6，4) = -1/4*len(1)-
ZE(7’9) = -mien ⑶； ZE(6’2) = -1/4*160(1 )/len(2)*len(3); ZE(6,9): -1/4*len(1); 
ZE(7’10) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(6,4) = -1/4* 丨 en(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(6,10) = -1/4*len(1)_ 
ZE(7,11) = +1/41en(3); ZE(6’11) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)1en{3); ZE(6，11) = +1/41en(1); 
ZE(7’12) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(6’12) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(6,12) = +1/41en(1); 
ZE(8’1) = "flMlen ⑶； ZE(7,2) = -1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(8,1) = +1/41en(1); 
ZE(8’2) = -1/41en ⑶； ZE(7’4) = -1/4*len(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(8,2) = -1/4*len(1); 
ZE(8,3) = +1/4*len(3); ZE(7’11) = +1/4*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3); ZE(8’3) = +1/4*len(1); 
ZE(8’4) = -1/4*len(3); ZE(7,12) = +1/41en(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(8，4) = -1/41en(1)-
ZE(8’9) = -IMIenlS); ZE(8，2) = -1/41en(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(8，9) = -1/4*len(1)-
ZE(8’10) = -1/4* 丨 en ⑶； ZE(8’4} = -1/41en(1)/len(2)1en(3); ZE(8，10) = 
ZE(8’11) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(8，11) = +1/4*len(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(8,11) = +1/4*len(1). � 
ZE(8,12) = +1/4*len ⑶； ZE(8’12) = +1/41en(1)/len(2)*len(3); ZE(8,12) = +1/4*len � . 
浩 ) 化 ) = Z E ( 1 1 , ” ： -1/41en(1); ZE(9’3) = +1/41en(inen(2)/len(3); 
ZE10,2) = -1/4*len⑵； ZE(11’2) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(9,4) = +1/41en(1)*len(2)/len 3 ; 
f (10’3) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(11,3) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(9,6) = -1/4*len(1)*len(2)/len(3) 
l^l^'tl = ZE(11’4) = +1/41en(1); ZE(9，8) = ’ 1/41en(1)1en(2)/len3; 
ZE(10,5) = +1/41en(2); ZE(11.5) = +1/4*丨en(1); ZE(10,3) = +1/41en(1 )*len 2)/len 3). 
ZE(10.6) = •1/41en(2); ZE(11’6) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(10,4) = +1/41en(irien(2)/len 3' 
ZE(10,7) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(11,7) = +1/41en(1); ZE(10,6) = •1/41en(irien(2)/len(3V 
f (10,8) = -1/4*len(2); ZE(11,8) = -1/41en(1); ZE(10,8) = -1/41en(1)1en(2)/len 3' 
ZE(12,1) = -1/41en(2); ZE(12’1) = -1/41en(1); ZE(11,3) = +1/4*len(1)1en(2)/len(3); 
f (12’2) = -1/4*len(2); ZE(12’2) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(11.4) = +1/4*_1)*len2/len3 
ZE(12.3) = +1/41en(2); ZE(12,3) = +1/41en(1); ZE(11,6) = -1/4*len(1)1en(2)/len(3)-
ZE(12,4) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(12,4) = +1/41en(1); ZE(11.8) = -1/41en(1)1en(2/len 3 • 
恶 12’5> = +1/41en ⑵； ZE(12，5) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(12.3) = +1/41en(1)1en(2)/len(3); 
f (12，6) = -1/41en(2); ZE(12’6) = -1/4*len(1); ZE(12.4) = +1/41en(1)*len 2 /len 3 
ZE(12,7) = +1/4*len(2); ZE(12’7) = +1/4*len(1); ZE(12,6) = -1/4*len(irien(2)/len(3V 
LZE(12,8) = -1/41en(2); ZE(12,8) = •1/4*len(1); | ZE(12.8) =-1/4*len(irien(2)/len(3i: 
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Isotropic Plane Wave Incidence Uine (inteA_oxN_cN_BRICK_LUFBUT) 
The element stamp for plane wave incidence is: 
%L 
ZE(5,1) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(5,2) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(5,3) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(5,4) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(5,5) = (-1/3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(5,6) = (+ 1/6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(5,7) = (-1/3/len(1)*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(5,8) = (+ 1/61len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(6,1) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(6,2) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(6,3) = (-1 /3*len(3)); 
ZE(6,4) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(6,5) = (-1 /6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(6,6) = (+ 1/3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(6,7) = (-1 /6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(6,8) = (+ 1/31len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9,1) = (-1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(9,2) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(9,3) = (+ 1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(9,4) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(9,9) = (+ 1/3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9,10) = (-1 /3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9, 11) = (+1 /61len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9, 12) = (-1/6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(11,1) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(11,2) = (-1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(11 ,3) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(11,4) = (+ 1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(11 ,9) = (+ 1/61len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(11,10) = (-1 /6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(11, 11) = (+ 1/3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
Z~11, 12) = (-1/3/len(1 }*len(2)*len(3)}; 
%R 
ZE(7,1) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(7,2) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(7,3) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(7,4) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(7,5) = (+ 1/31len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(7,6) = (-1/6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(7,7) = (+1/31len(1)*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(7,8) = (-1/6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(8,1) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(8,2) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(8,3) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(8,4) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(8,5) = (+ 1/6IIen(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(8,6) = (-1 /3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(8,7) = (+ 1/61len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(8,8) = (-1/3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(10,1) = (+1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(10,2) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(10,3) = (-1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(10,4) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(1 0,9) = (-1 /3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 0,10) = (+ 1/31len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
Z~ 0,11) = (-1 /6/len(1 )*len(2)*lell@ll; 
%F 
ZE(1 ,1) = (+1/3*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,2) = (-1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,3) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1,4) = (-1/6*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,5) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,6) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,7) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,8) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(3,1) = (+1 /6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(3,2) = (-1 /6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(3,3) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(3,4) = (-1/3*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(3,5) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(3,6) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(3,7) :; (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(3,8) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(9,5) = (+1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(9,6) = (+ 1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(9,7) = (-1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(9,8) = (-1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(9,9) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9,10) = (+1 /6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9, 11) = (-1 /3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(9, 12) = (-1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(10,5) = (+1 /6*len(1 )); 
ZE(10,6) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )); 
ZE(10,7) = (-1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(10,8) = (-1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(10,9) = (+1 /6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 0,10) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )lIen(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 0,11) = (-1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(1 0,12) = (-1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
%8 
ZE(2,1) = (-1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(2,2) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(2,3) = (-1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(2,4) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(2,5) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(2,6) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(2,7) = (-1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(2,8) = (+ 1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(4,1) = (-1 /6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(4,2) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )lIen(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(4,3) = (-1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(4,4) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(4,5) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(4,6) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(4,7) = (-1/6*len(3)); 
ZE(4,8) = (+ 1/3*len(3)); 
ZE(11 ,5) = (-1 /3*len(1)); 
ZE(11 ,6) = (-1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(11 ,7) = (+1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(11 ,8) = (+1 /6*len(1)); 
ZE(11 ,9) = (-1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(11 ,10) = (-1 /6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(11, 11) = (+ 1/3*len(1)1len(2J*len(3)); 
%U 
ZE(1 ,1) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,2) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,3) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(1,4) = (-1 /6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(1 ,9) = (-1 /3*len(2)); 
ZE(1 ,10) = (+1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(1 ,11) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(1 ,12) = (+1 /6*len(2)); 
ZE(2,1) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(2,2) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(2,3) = (-1 /6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(2,4) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
"ZE(2,9) = (-1 /6*len(2)); 
ZE(2,10) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(2,11)"= (-1 /3*len(2)); 
ZE(2, 12) = (+ 1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(5,5) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(5,6) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(5,7) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(5,8) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(5,9) = (-1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(5,10) = (-1 /6*len(1)); 
ZE(5,11) = (+1/3*\en(1)); 
ZE(5, 12) = (+ 1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(7,5) = (-1 /6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(7,6) = (-1 /6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(7,7) = (+1/3*len(1)*len(2)/len(3)}; 
ZE(7, 8)~ (+ 1/3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(7,9) = (-1 /6*len(1)); 
ZE(7,10) = (-1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(7, 11) = (+1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(7,12) = (+1 /3*le~1)} ; 
%T 
ZE(3,1) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(3,2) = (-1 /6*len(1)*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(3,3) = (+1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(3,4) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(3,9) = (+ 1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(3,10) = (-1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(3, 11) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(3,12) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(4,1) = (-1 /6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(4,2) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(4,3) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(4,4) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(4,9) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(4, 10) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(4, 11) = (+ 1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(4, 12) = (-1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(6,5) = (+ 1/3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(6,6) = (+1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(6,7) = (-1 /6*len( 1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(6,8) = (-1 /6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(6,9) = (+ 1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(6,1 0) = (+1/6*len(1)); 
ZE~1 1) = (-1/3*lenl1)); 
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ZE(1 0, 12) = (+ 1/6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE( 12,1) = (+ 1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(12,2) = (+ 1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(12,3) = (-1/6*len(2)); 
ZE(12,4) = (-1/3*len(2)); 
ZE(12,9) = (-1/6/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(12,10) = (+ 1/61len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(12, 11) = (-1/3/len(1 )*len(2)*len(3)); 
ZEl12, 12) = l+ 1/31lenl1 )*lenl2)*lenl3\\ ' 
ZE(11, 12) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(12,5) = (-1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(12,6) = (-1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(12,7) = (+1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(12,8) = (+1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(12,9) = (-1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(12,10) = (-1/3*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZE(12, 11) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )/len(2)*len(3)); 
ZEl12, 12) = l+ 1/3*lenl1 Vlen(2)*lenl3\\' 
ZE(6,12) = (-1/6*len(1)); 
ZE(8,5) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(8,6) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(8,7) = (-1/3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(8,8) = (-1 /3*len(1 )*len(2)/len(3)); 
ZE(8,9) = (+ 1/6*len(1 )); 
ZE(8,10) = (+1/3*len(1)); 
ZE(8, 11) = (-1 /6*len(1)); 
ZEl8, 12) = l-1 /3*lenl1 
A.2.2.2 Surface Integration of Constant Tangential Prism Elements 
[ 
0 nyN W -nwNy] 
ilxN = -nuNw 0 nwNu 
nUNy -nyNU 0 
The cross product of the normal to the boundary surface and a basis for a PRISM is as follows: 
where Nu, Nv, Nw, Du, Dv, Dw are the u v w components repectively. 
The dot product of the normal to the boundary surface and a basis for a PRISM is as follows: 
ileN =nuNu +nyNy +nwNw 
Since, only 1 of nu, ny, nw is nonn-zero in this research, meaning that the normal vector 
must lie along or against the directions of the cartesian axes, the result of the above cross and dot 
product can be simplified. This constrain for the PRISM element, in turn, greatly simplify the 
formulations below. 
2nd order ABC on Triangular Surfaces of a PRISM 
I) Normal Component (f_inteA_cNr_cNr_PRISMtri) 
For the face with normal = -.n: 
XE(r,i) = 4*( bn(r1 )*cn(r2)- bn(r2)*cn(r1) ) * ( bn(i1 )*cn(i2)- bn(i2)*cn(i1) ); for r=1 :3, i=1:3 
For the face with normal = +.n: 
XE(r,i) = 4*( bn(r1 )*cn(r2)- bn(r2)*cn(r1) ) * ( bn(i1 )*cn(i2)- bn(i2)*cn(i1) ); for r=4:6, i=4:6 
2nd order ABC on Triangular Surfaces of a PRISM 
11) Tangential Component (f_inteA_Nt_Nt_PRISMtri ) 
For the fac~ with normal = -.n: 
XE(r,i )=len(rO)*len(iO)*1 *( 
++( bn(r2) bn(i2) fL(i1 )L(i1 )dA -bn(r2) bn(i1) fL(i1 )L(i2)dA 
+bn(r1) bn(i2) fL(i2)L(i1 )dA -bn(r1) bn(i1) fL(i2)L(i2)dA ) 
++( cn(r2) cn(i2) JL(i1 )L(i1 )dA -cn(r2) cn(i1) JL(i1 )L(i2)dA 
+cn(r1) cn(i2) JL(i2)L(i1 )dA -cn(r1) cn(i1) fL(i2)L(i2)dA ) ); 
for r=1 :3, i=1:3 
where bnCi), cn(i), LCi) are coefficients of the basis i on the triangular surface of the PRISM. 
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！ which is the same as that of the resistive sheet 
For the face with normal =十丑，submatrices are equal: 









Resistive Sheet (f infpA hyN nvNPttfSIVf) 
Since this BC uses a "unique" normal for both nxN,,^ & nxNc�丨’ which implies that the sign 
of normal is compensated in dot prod. Moreover, nxN = 0 for bases {7:9} along the direction of 
normal for a triangular surface. 
For the triangular faces of the PRISM: 
For face with normal = - a , the valid edges are {rl:3cl:3}: 
XE(1:3，1:3)= Ien(r0rien(i0)*( - -(cn(i2)*cn(i2) !L(r1)L(i1)clA -cn(r2)*cn(i1)lL(r1)L(i2)dA 
+cn(rircn(i2) lL(r2)L(i1)dA -cn(r1)*cn(i1) fL(r2)L(i2)dA) 
+( bn(i2)*bn(i2) jL(r1 )L(i1 )dA -bn(r2)*bn(i1) lL(r1 )L(i2)dA 
+bn(r1 )*bn(i2) jL(r2)L(i1 )dA -bn(r1 rbn(i1) lL(r2)L(i2)dA)) 
For face with normal = +丑，the valid edges are {r4:6c4:6}, a n d : “ 
XE(4:6,4:6)=XE(1:3.1:3) above; -
For the rectangular faces of the PRISM: 
For face with normal = -u, the valid edges are {rl:3，cl:3} and {r7:9,c7:9}, and the element stamp 
is: 






"O ‘ +lL(r5)L(i5)dA “ 
For face with normal = +u, the valid edges are {r4:6’c4:6} and {r7:9,c7:9}: 
XE(4:6,4:6)=XE(1:3,1:3) above; 
XE(7:9’7:9) same as above. 
For face with normal = - i , the valid edges are {rl:3c 1:3} and {r7:9c7:9} 
ColBases 1:6 pTig ~ ~ 





"O +jL(r5)L(i5)dA “ 
For face with normal = the valid edges are {r4:6c4:6} and { r 7 : 9 c 7 : 9 } “ 
XE(4:6,4:6)= XE(1:3,1:3) above; 
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XE(7:9’7:9) same as above. 
Magnetic Current Source on Aperture ( f inteA_Nb_cNb一PRISM ) 
The element stamp is as follows: 
Col Bases 1:6 ‘ ‘ l/^ 
^^[r1:6，i1:6]: withs(r4)~=0 ‘ withs(r4)~=0 
Bases XE(1:6,1:6) = Ien(r0)*len(i0) /lenw* ( XE(1:6,7:9)= 
1:6 -t(i4)*( (+bn(r2))(+cn(i2)) jL(r1 )L(i1)dA +(bn(r2))(-cn(r1)) jL(r1 )L(i2)dA (+bn(r2)jL(r1) dA -bn(r1) jL(r2) dA )(+cn(i1)) 
+(-bn(r1 ))(+cn(i2)) jL(r2)L(i1 )dA +(-bn(r1 ))(-cn(i1)) jL(r2)L(i2)dA) f (+cn(r2)jL(r1) dA -cn(r1) jL(r2) dA )(-bn(i1)))； 
+t(i4)*( (+cn(i2))(+bn(i2)) jL(r1 )L(i1 )dA +(cn(f2))(-bn(i1)) lL(r1 )L(i2)dA 
+(-cn(r1 ))(+bn(i2)) jL(r2)L(i1 )dA +(-cn(r1 ))(-bn(i1)) lL(r2)L(i2)dA)); 
N7:9==0[r7:9,c1:6]: with spowinvalid(r4)==0 “ o “ 
==> inteA U:s-[7:9’1:3] T:s+[7:9,4:6] 
XE(7:9’1:6) = 2( bn(i1)cn(i2) - bn(i2)cn(i1)) fL(r5)dA; 
Plane Wave Incidence i r on THangnlar Surfaces ( fJnteA_nxN_cN_PRISMtri) 
Basically, the formulation of plane wave incidence is a superposition of the element stamps 
of the ABC and is nxN, • VxN^ ds 
The element stamp for nxN, • VxN^ ds 
at face with normal = -u ( for edge bases {1:3,1:3}) is: 
XE(1,1) = len(ir2 *Area/lenw/12* 
(-cn(3)*cn(3)*2+cn(3)*cn(2)+cn(2)*cn(3)-cn(2)*cn(2)*2-
bn(3)*bn(3)*2+bn(3)*bn(2)+bn(2)*bn(3)-bn(2)*bn(2)*2); 
XE(1,2) = len(1)*len(2)*Area/lenw/12* 
(-cn(3)*cn(1 )+cn(3)*cn(3)+cn(2)*cn(1 )*2-cn ⑵ *cn ⑶-bn(3)*bn(1 )+bn(3)*bn(3)+bn(2)*bn(1 )*2-bn(2)*bn ⑶)； 
XE(1,3) = len(1)1en(3)*Area/lenw/12* 
{•cn(3)*cn(2)+cn(3)*cn(1 )*2+cn(2)*cn(2)-cn(2)*cn(1 )-bn(3)*bn(2)+bn(3)*bn(1 )*2+bn(2)*bn(2)-bn(2)*bn(1)); 
XE(2,1) = len(1)*len{2)*Area/lenw/12* 
(-cn(1 )*cn(3)+cn(1 )*cn(2)*2+cn ⑶ *cn ⑶-cn ⑶ *cn(2)-bn(1 )*bn(3)+bn(1 )*bn(2)*2+bn(3)*bn(3)-bn(3)*bn{2)); 
XE(2,2) = len(2)A2 *Area/lenw/12* 
(-cn(1 )*cn(1 )*2+cn(1 )*cn(3)+cn(3 广 cn(1 )-cn(3 广 cn(3)*2-bn(1 )*bn(1 )*2+bn(1 )*bn(3)+bn(3)*bn(1 )-bn(3)*bn(3)*2); 
XE(2，3} = len(2)*len(3)*Area/lenw/12* 
(-cn(1 )*cn(2)+cn{1 )*cn(1 )+cn(3)*cn(2)*2-cn ⑶ *cn(1 )-bn(1 )*bn(2)+bn(1 )*bn(1 )+bn(3)1)n(2)*2-bn(3)*bn(1)); 
XE(3,1) = len(1)*len(3)*Area/lenw/12* ’ 
(-cn(2)*cn(3)+cn(2)*cn(2)+cn(1)*cn(3)*2-cn(1)*cn(2)-bn(2)*bn(3)+bn(2rbn(2)+bn(1)*bn(3)*2-bn(1)*bn(2)); 
XE(3，2) = len(2)1en(3)*Area/lenw/12* ’ 
(-cn(2)*cn(1 )+cn(2)*cn(3)*2+cn(1 )*cn(1 )-cn(1 )*cn(3)-bn(2)*bn(1 )+bn(2)*bn(3)*2+bn(1 )*bn(1 )-bn(1 )*bn(3)); 
XE(3,3) = len(3)A2 *Area/lenw/12* ’ 
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(-cn(2)*cn(2)*2+cn(2)*cn(1 )+cn(1 )*cn(2)-cn(1 )*cn(1 )*2-bn(2)*bn(2)*2+bn(2)*bn(1 )+bn(1 )*bn(2)-bn(1 )*bn(1 )*2); 
XE(1,7) = len(1 )*Area/3*(+cn(2)*cn(1 )+bn(2)*bn(1)); 
XE(1，8) = len(1)*Area/3*(+cn(2)*cn(2)+bn(2)*bn(2)); 
XE(1’9)=丨 en(1)*Area/3*(+cn(2)*cn(3)+bn(2)*bn ⑶)； 
XE(2，7) = len(2)*Area/3*(+cn(3)*cn �+bn(3)*bn(1)); 
XE(2，8) = len(2)*Area/3*(+cn ⑶ *cn(2)+bn(3)*bn(2)}; 
XE(2,9) = len(2)*Area/3*(+cn(3)*cn{3)+bn(3)*bn(3)); 
XE(3,7)=丨 en ⑶ *Area/3*(+cn(1)*cn ⑴+bn(1)*bn(1)); 
XE(3，8) = len(3)*Area/3*(+cn(1 )*cn(2)+bn(1 )*bn(2)); 
XE(3,9) = len(3)*Areay3*(+cn(1 )*cn(3)+bn(1 )*bn(3)); 
at face with normal = +u ( for edge bases {4:6,4:6}) equals to the stamp {1:3,1:3} above. 
% 
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A,3 Solution to the Final Sysfpm 
M A T L A B 5 .31™ was used to assemble and solve the large system of equations of complex-
valued sparse matrices. Computation of the global system of linear equations can only be carried 
out after matrix assembly, as stated in the folowing table: 
Matrix Assembly 
I ) Impose volume integrals of the global system 
(Y-params box+ others) 
(Store local matrices for @ primitive for adaptive refinement) 
II) Apply BC of kind 
surface integrals of the global system 
for ABC, planwave incidence, 
electric and magnetic current, 
load and resistive sheet 
III) Apply Dirichlet BC for Electric Source and Electric Wall � 
(matrix size reduced; 
permut_vec_Bases_complete2reduced 
is stored for final substitution ) 
Y 
Matrix Reordering 
(storing permut_vec from reverse Cut-hill Mckee 
reordering: symmcr) 
J r 
Solve the System by 
1. Simple Direct Solution or 
2. Blockwise Direct Solution (in session 3.3.1) or 
3. Iterative method (BiCG sparse in C) 
Table A.2: F E M Program Flow 
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A.3.1 Solving a System of Linear Equations by Diagonalization & 
Blockwise Partitioning 
The original system of equations [A�丨 Jx�丨d= is required to be sparse and banded (but 
not necessarily symmetric nor positive-definite) with all diagonal elements not equal to zero. Its 
bandwidth is reduced using the built-in reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm in Matlab™ (see 
"Spusel.m" in the project program) and the permutation vector for the new order of x and b 
(permvec) is recorded: 
The original system of matrix [ A � � = b^ ^ is as follows: .. 
一 A i 丨 0 Ai3 0 T x , l � b i ] -
0 A22 A,3 0 X, ^ b, (Al) 
A 3 1 A 3 2 A 3 3 0 X 3 “ b3 
_ 0 0 0 A ^ X, b . 
By interchanging row submatrix 2 with 3’ [ A � � x . ^ = b.^  is formed as follows: � 
_An A,3 0 0 T x J � b i — 
A 3 1 A 3 3 A 3 2 0 X 3 一 b j ( A 2 ) 
0 A 23 A 22 0 X2 b^ 
0 0 0 A ^ | x J •‘ 
Using the function “symnnc(Aold) “ in Matlab, the permutation vector (permvec) for matrix 
reordering is produced. As shown symbolically in equation (A. l) and (A.2), is then 
rearranged into [ A � J ； which requires , b^ ^ to be then rearranged into x ^ ， N e x t , the 
bandwidth of [ A J � w h i c h is defined as “2 betarow", is found numerically. This procedure is called 
diagonalization. 
For the need of symbolic computation, the sub-matrices (blocks) in [ A � J and b^ ^ are 
decomposed blockwisely, as follows: 
1. The banded system is further subdivided into the following submatrices: 
®iRight ] � x l i 1 r bl, 
blunder C^^^ XS, bSj 
Bzixft A2 B^ Right XI2 bl^ (A. 3) 
under top XS! = bs! 
®3Left … 
ASp-丨 Cp_,op xsp.i bSp-i 
- Bpi^ ft Ap—last�LXp_iast� bp�拟 
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I 
where the 3 sets of sub-matrices are defined in the followings: 
[ 二 i B l f l 卞 鬥 （ A . 3 a ) 
‘ � L � L � M a t i c e s for each index i are: 
Alj ’ a square matrix of size {sizAI,sizAI} for i =1,2,..., p-1 ； 
where sizAI is the size of each subblock given by the user, and has to be greater than betarow. 
Bli ，a rectanglar matrix of size {sizAl2 betarow}, formed by putting together 
Bi—right and wrt. their corresponding unknowns in cols of x^ ; 
where betarow is half of the bandwidth found above numerically. 
Cli ’ a rectanglar matrix of size {2 betarow, sizAI), formed by putting together 
Ci_top ’ Ci under Wit. their corresponding unknowns in rows of x j ; 
xli ，the vector (on Ihs) of size (sizAI, 1} corresponding to rows of M,; 
bli ，the vector (on rhs) of size {sizAI, 1} corresponding to columns ofM,; 
ApJast Bp�Xpjast"] 一� b p j a s t � 
^ c (A. 3b) 
OpJast � L � L � 乂 
Defining: 
sizAlast ={rem(size(Aori),(sizAI+betarow)), “} " 
Matices for each i are: 
Apjast , a square matrix of size (sizAlast, sizAlast}； 
Bpjast , a rectanglar matrix of size {sizAlast,2 betarow}, where only Bp exists; 
Cpjast ，a rectanglar matrix of size (2 betarow, sizAlast}, where only Cp 邮 exists; 
Xpjast ’the vector (on Ihs) of size {sizAlast, 1} corresponding to rows of Ap last’. 
bpjast ’the vector (on rhs) of size {sizAlast,!) corresponding to columns o f \ ,3^,； 
Sfiia [As ] [ x s ] = [bs] (A. 3c) 
As ，a square matrix of size {(p-1) betarow, (p-1) betarow}, formed by grouping 
all p-1 [ASj] in ascending order; 
xs ，a vector (on Ihs) of size {(p-1) betarow,!), formed by grouping all p-1 [xsj 
in ascending order; 
bs , a vector (on rhs) of size ((p-1) betarow,! j, formed by grouping all p-1 [bs,] 
in ascending order; 
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To solve this reordered system, the sparse matrices defined in the above 3 sets are 
symbolically stored in the following form: 
' A , B i T x I j l � b l i — 
… . . . _ ... (A. 4) 
Apjast B p Xip 一 b i p 
C j ... C A s xs bs 
— 」L L. — 
This system is equivalent to solving: 
[AI] xl + [BI] xs = bl (A 5a) 
[CI] xl + [As] xs = bs . (A. 5b) 
where xl = 
By eliminating x, from, the following is obtained 
(As - CI AT 1 BI) xs = bs - CI AT^ bl (A. 6) 
Let the matrix operation: 
Zi =AIi_iBIi = A I , \ B . ； (A. 7a) 
Zi = A I，b I , =AIi\bi ； (A. 7b) 
{ N.B. The right division operator “ \ “ is required in direct solution. } "‘ 
Equation (A.6) is expended into: 
( A s - S Cli *Zi - Cpjast Zpiast ) X, 
= b s - Z Cli * Zj - Cpjast Zpjast ； 3 i=l’2”..，p-l (A. 8a) 
hence, 
xs = (As - Z Cli Zi - Cp_,抓 Zp) 
\ (bs - S Cli Zi - Zp ) ； (A. 8b) 
The remaining unknowns in x, is found blockwisely: 
x l ,= Ali \ (b l i -BI i x l j ; (a.9) 
The solution vector {xs ’ xl,} is put back into the correct order of solution vector for A x - h 
on Aout 一 "ori 
(see equation A. 2 ) by block reinsertion. The solution x � is than reordered according to the 
reverse of the permutation vector (permvec) to recover Xqw，the desirable solution. 
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A.3.2Direct Solution Method for Complex-valued System 
As for illustration, if the blocks are not sparse, Guassian elimination for a system of 
equations of complex numbers can be used: 
[ A ] [ x ] = [ b ] (A.10) 
where Ajj = Cy + jdij 
Xj =Uj+jVj 
bi =ei+jf i 
Aij Xj = (Cy Uj - dij Vj) +j (d丨j Uj + c^  v) 
=bi =ei+j f丨 (A. 11) 
Then, the set of equations 1 can be expanded into “ 
[Cii -dn Ci2 -di2 ... " ][u,] [ e j 
[ c " d „ C i 2 d j 2 . . . ] [ V i ] [ f i ] 
••• JLJ 一 
[Cni -dni … c„2-d„2 ][u„] [e„ ] 
[Cni ... c„2 d„2 ][v„] [f„] (A. 12) 
and solved by standard pivoted Guassian elimination. 
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3.4 Visualization and P o s t - P r o c e s s i n g 
of the Solution FielH; 
3.4.1 Field Pattern Visualization 
Electric field pattern for each layers of nodes on the xy and the zx plane are plotted for the 
antenna samples, so that the near field is viewed from different directions. 
Electric field pattern for each layers of nodes on the xy plane are plotted for all the 
transmission line samples, so that location with maximum leakage and the standing wave pattern 
produced on the transmission line can be observed. “ 
3.4.2 Input Impedance Definition (Vp^ t^ / Ip�rt) 
The magnitude of the input impedance can be found for a current feed transmission line, 
once the electric field pattern is found. 
A.4.3Y-parameter Extraction 
The procedure for Y-parameter Extraction is as follows: 
1. The surfaces and the current excitations of the input ports are defined at locations at least X/4 
away from the nearest discontinuity. 
2. A volume containing all the ports is defined. 
3. The surfaces of this volume are found. 
4 . The portion of the surface for the integration ft (E； ds equals to this surface 
minus the surface of the current port. 
5. The Y-parameter is solved by solving the corresponding Y-parameter system of equations 
assembled with the element stamps for the volumetric (the volume integration stamp for the 
vector wave equation ) and the surface integrals ( step 4 )• 
A,4,3,l Surface Tnfppration ofRHck FJemPiif^ 
( f i n t e A n x N Y r N p , K ) 
The element stamp for BRICK is listed in the following: 
. “ % R [12] 
$(5’1> = (-1/3*Yur(3’3)*len(3)+1/4*Yur<3’2)*len(2)); ZE(7,1) = (+1/3*Yur(3’3)*len(3)-1/4*Yur(3 2rien �V 
想5,2) = (+1/3*Yur(3’3)*len �+1/4*Yur(3’2)*len�K ZE 7,2 = U3'Yur(3,3nen(3H/4%uS 
= (-1/6*Yur(3,3)1en{3)-1/4-Yur(3,2)*len(2)); ZE 7,3 = +1/6*Yu (i3Vlen(3 :I^Y 忍 3 � � . 
想 5,4) = H/6*Yur(3’3rien(3H/4*Yur(3,2)*len(2)); ZE7.4 = 
UE(5’5) = (-1/3*Yur(3’3)/len(irien(2nen �+1/2*Yur(3’irien � ；E!7.5{ = (.1/rYur(a3)/lennrienV)"^ 
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ZE(5,6) = (+1 /6 *Yur (3 ,3 ) / l en (1 ) * l en (2 ) * len (3 )+1 /2 *Yur {3 ,1 ) * l en (2 ) ) ;ZE(7 ,6 ) = (-1/6*Yur(3,3)/len(1)*len(2)*len(3))-
ZE(5,7> = (-1/3*Yur(3,3)/len(1)1en(2)1en(3)); ZE(7,7) = (+1/3*Yur(3’3)/len(irien(2>*len(3 ;1/2*Yur(3 1)*len(2)). 
ZE(5’8> = (+1/6*Yur(3,3>/len(irien(2rie_; ZE(7,8) = (-1/6'Yur(k3)/len( n e n ( 2 r i e n ( 3 W 
ZE(5,9) = (+1/2*Yur(3’irien(3)-1/4*Y_’2>/len(1)*len(2)* 丨 en(3)); ZE(7’9) = (+1/4*Yur(3,2)/len(1)1en(2rSv ))’ 
ZE(5,10) = (+1/4*Yur(3’2)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)); ZE{7,10) = (•1/2*Yur(3,1)Nen(3)-1/4'Yur(3 zi'lendrien � len �V 
ZE(5’11) = (-1/2-Yur(3,1)1en(3)-1/4*Yur(3,2)/len(1)Nen(2)1en(3)); ZE(7,11) = +1/4'Yur(3,2)/len irien(2)1en(3 ' 
ZE(5’12) = (+1/4*Yur(3,2)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)); ZE(7,12) = H/2*Yur 3,1 *len 3 -1/4*Yur(3 2 len(1)*ten(2nen�V 
ZE(6’” = (-1/6'Yur(3,3)1en(3)+1/4*Yur(3,2)*len(2)); ZE(8,1) = (:1/6*Yur(3’3)*len(3Vl/4*Yur(3货二 . � ( ” ， 
ZE(6,2> = (+1/6*Yur(3,3)1en(3)+1/4*Yur(3,2)Men(2)); ZE(8,2) = (-1/6*Yur(3,3)*len(3)-1/4*Yur(3 blen(2) 
ZE(6’3) = (•1/3*Y_’3)*len(3)-1/4*Yur(3’2nen(2)); ZE(8.3) = (+1/3*Yur(3,3)*len(3)+1/4*Yur2)'leS)-
ZE(6’4> = (+1/3*Yur(3,3)1en(3)-1/4*Yur(3,2)1en(2)); ZE(8,4) = (-1/3*Yur(3’3>*len(V+1/4*Yur(^  b . lerS 
ZE(6,5) = (-1/6*Yur(3.3)/len(1)*len(2)'len(3)+1/2*Yur(3.1)'len(2)); ZE(8,5) = (+1/6'Yur(3.3)/len irien(2)'len(3 )• 
ZE(6’6) = (+1/3*Yur(3,3)/len(inen(2)*len(3)+1/2*Yur(3,1)*len(2»; ZE(8,6) = (-1/3*Yur(3.3)/len(1)'len(2nen(3) 
ZE(6,乃=(-1/6*Yur(3,3)/len(1)1en(2)*len(3)); ZE(8,7) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3Vlen(1)*len(2nen(3);1/2*Yur(3 1)*len(2))-
ZE(6’8) = (+1/3*Yur(3,3)/len(irien(2)*len(3>); ZE(8.8) = (-1/3*Yur(3,3)/len(inen(V*len(3H1/2C^^ ^ 
ZE(6,9> = (+1/2*Yur(3,1)*len(3)-1/4*Yur(3,2)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)); ZE(8,9) = (+1/4*Yur(3’2)/len(irien(2nen(3)). 
ZE(6’10) = (+1/4*Yur(3,2)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)); ZE(8,10) = (-1/2*Yur(3J)'len(3)-1/4'Yur(3,2)/len(1)*len(2)*len(3))-
ZE(6’11) = (-1/2*Yur(3,1)*len(3)-1/4*Yur(3’2)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)); ZE(8’11) = (+1/4*Yur(3,2)/len(1 *len(2)*lUi). ())’ 
ZE(6’12) = (+1/4*Yur(3’2)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)); ZE(8’12) = (+1/2'Yur(3J)1en(3)-1/4Vur(3:2)/len{1)1en(2)1en(3)); 
ZE(9,1) = (-1/3*Yur(2,2)1en(2)+1/4*Yur(2,3)*len(3)); ZE(10,1) = (+1/3*Yur(2.2)'len(2)-1/4*Yur(2 3)*len �)， 
ZE(9’2) = (-1/6*Yur(2.2)1en(2)-1/4*Yur(2,3)*len(3)); ZE(10,2) = {+1/6*Yur(2,2)1en(2)+1/4'Yur(2 sVlenO)' 
ZE(9，3) = (+1/3*Yur(2’2rien(2)+1/4*Yur(2’3)*len(3)); ZE(10’3) = (-1/3*Yur(b)'len(2)-1/4'Yur(2 i*len(3) 
ZE(9,4) = (+1/6*Yur(2,2)*len(2)-1/4*Yur(2,3)1en(3)); ZE(10,4) = (-1/6'Yur(2,2)Nen(2)+1/4-Yur(2,3)1en(3 )' 
ZE<9’5) = (+1/4*Yur(2’3)/len(1)*len(2)*len(3)-1/2*Yur(2,1)*len(2)); ZE(10’5) = (-1/4*Yur(2,3)/len(1)*len(2)*le_). 
ZE(9,6) = (-1/4*Yur(2,3)/len(1)*len(2)1en(3)-1/2*Yur(2,1)1en(2)); ZE(10’6) = (+1/4*Yur(2,3)/len(1)*len(2)*len(3 )• 
想 = j+1,/4*Yur(2’3)/len(1)1en(2)*len(3)); ZE(10,7) = (-1/4*Yur(2’3)/len(irien(2)*len(3)-1/2*Yur(2,1)*M2)). 
想=-�Yur(2’3)/len(irien(2)*len(3»; ZE{10,8) = (+1/4'Yur(2,3)/len(irien(2)Nen(3)-1/2-Yu (2 )1en(2 )' 
= (+1/3*Yur(2,2)/len(1)1en(2)1en(3)-1/2*Yur(2,1)1en(3)); ZE(10,9) = (-1/3'Yur(2,2)/len(irien(2rien(3); ) ( ) ) ’ 
ZE(9’11) = (+1/6*Yur(2,2)/len(1)'len(2)1en(3)+1/2'Yur(2.1)1en(3)); ZE(1�’11 = fYurtka) len( )*len(2)*len(3). 刚 
ZE(9,12) = (-1/6*Yur(2’2)/len(1)*len(2)*len(3)); ZE 10 12 = +1/6'Yu (2,2 / en )^  1)*丨的⑶)， 
ZE(11,1) = (-1/6*Yur(2.2)'len(2)+1/4*Yur(2,3)1en(3)); ZE 12 1) = (;i/6'Yur(2 2)' en(2 -1 M ' Y u r ^ 
ZE(11 ,2) - M/3*Yur(2.2)1en(2)-1/4*Yur(2.3)1en(3)); Z E 12 2 = . 1/3*Yur 2 * e � 
ZE(11.3) - (+1/6*Yur(2’2>*len(2>+1/4*Yur(2,3rien(3)); ZE 12 3 = -1/6*Yur( ,2 *len( /-^丫日^^^  n^ ’ 
ZE(11’5) = (+1/4*Yur(2,3)/len(1)1en(2)*len(3)-1/2*Yur(2’1)*len(2)); ZE 12 5 = U4*Yur 2 
= (-1/4*Yur(2’3_(1)*len(2rien(3)-1/2*Yur(2,inen(2)); ZE 12 6 - +1/4*Yu (2 3 /en 二^ ^ 
ZE(11,7) = (+1/4'Yur(2,3)/len(1)1en(2)1en(3)); ZE(12.7 = U4*Yur(2,3) len( i)Nen(2))-
f (11,8> = (-1/4*Yur(2,3)/len(1)1en(2)1en(3)); ZE 12,8 = H/4*Yu (i3)/len( ) ' len(2)S)-^ 
(^11,9) = (+1/6*Yur(2’2>/len�1en(2rien(3)-1/2*Yur(2’irien(3»; ZE 12,9 = U6'Yur(k2)/len( nen(/iS ，’）())’ 
ZE(11.10) = (-1/6*Yur(2’2)/len(irien(2)*len(3»; ZE(12.10) = (+1/6*Yir(2 2>/len i r ien 2)*len()i+1/2*Yur(2 1)*len⑶V 
ZE(11,11) = (+1/3*Yur(2,2Vlen(irien(2rien_/2*Yur(2，1)*len(3)); ZE(12,11) = -1/3*Yur(k‘n(i)*len(V*l:n(3r )⑶)， 
眾 = 和 例 ; p(12.12) = (.1/yYur(2.2)/len(lVlen(2Vlen(j^ /2'Yur(2J)'len 
ZE(1’1) = (+1/3*Yur(3,3)1en(1)/len(2)*len(3)-1/2*Yur(3,2)*len(1)); ZE(2.1) = (-1/3*Yur(3’3)*len(1)/len(2rien �V 
f (1’2> = {-1/3'Yur(3,3)Nen(1)/len(2)*len(3)); ZE(2,2) = (.1/3*Yur(3,3)1en( )/len(2)Nen(3 ;i/2'Yur(3 2rien{1))-
ZE(1-3) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3)1en(1)/len(2)*len(3)+1/2*Yur(3,2)1en(1)); ZE(2,3) = (-1/6*Yur(3’3)*len(1)/一)*ten(3). ( 
想 1’4> = (-1/6*Yur(3,3)*len(1)/len(2)1en(3)); ZE(2,4) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3)1en(1)/len(2)Nen(3-1/2*Yur(3 2rien(1)V 
ZE(1,5) = H/3*Yur(3,3)*len(3H/4*Y_’1)*len(1)); ZE(2,5) = (-1/3*Yur(3,&en(3)+1/4*Yur^ $%e&ir ) ) ) ’ 
ZE(1’6) = (-1/6*Yur(3’3rien(3)-1/4*Yur(3’irien(1)); ZE(2,6) = (+1/6'Yur(3,3rien(3)+1/4'Yur(3 1)1en 1 )' 
ZE(1.7) = H/3*Y_,3)*len(3)+1/4*Yur(3’1)1en(1)); ZE(2,7) = (-1/3*Yur(3,3)*len(3,-1/4*Yur(� i)* en()) 
ZE(1’8) = (-1/6'Yur(3,3)*len(3)+1/4*Yur(3,1)1en(1)); ZE(2,8) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3Vlen(3Vl/4*Yur(3 1)*len(1 
ZE(1’9) = (-1/4*Yur(3,1)*len �/len(2)*len(3)+1/2*Yur(3’2)*len(3)); ZE(2,9) = (+1/4*Yur(3,1)'len 1/len(2)1en(3 )• 
ZE0,10) = (-1/4*Yur(3’1)*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)-1/2*Yur(3’2)*len(3»; ZE(2,10) = (+1/4*Yur(3J)1en(1)/len(2)1en(3)V 
ZE(1’11> = (+1/4*Yur(3,irien �/len(2)*len(3)); ZE(2,11) = (-1/4*Yur(3J)1en(1)/len(2)*len(3H/2*Yur(3 2Y\en(3)V 
ZE(1.12) = (+1/4*Yur{3,1)1en(1)/len(2)1en(3)); ZE(2,12) = U4*Yur 3 1^60 1/16(21^ 
f (3’1) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3)*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)-1/2*Yur(3’2rien(1)); ZE(4,1) = (-l/eiYurtSilirienOvie^  2^」=；^) ( ’ > ())’ 
恐 3,2> = (-1/6*Yur(3,3)»len(1)/len(2)1en(3)); ZE(4’2) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3)*len(”/len(2Vlen(3;1/2*Yur‘3 2)1en(1))-
S = _�(3,3rien(1)/len(2)*len_/2*Yur(3’2nen(1)); ZE(4,3) = (-1/3'Yur(3.3rien 1)/len(2nen(3) • ( ) ( ) ) , 
= -1£Yiir(3 3>，(1)/len(2)*len �)； ZE(4’4) = (+1/3*Yur(3’3nen(1)/len(2rien(3:1/2*Yur(3,2)*len(1)V 
ZE(3,6) = (-1/3*Yi43,3)*le_-1/4*Yur 3’1)*len(”)； ZE(4,6) = (+1/3*丫_,3”圳3>+1/4�(3 lVlen(1 • 
ZE(3,7) = (+1/6*Yur(3,3)*len(3H/4*Yur(3’irien(1»; ZE(4,7) = 
愁,o8! = ！二-i冗|，”/4*Yur__; ZE(4,8) = ( + 1 / 3 � “ * l e n 3 -1/4*Y二) 
ZE(3.10) = (-1/4 Yur(3,1)*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)-1/2'Yur(3,2)1en(3)); ZE(4,10) = (+1/4*Yur(3,1)1en( )/len(2)*len(3 V 
S ; : ! = ！+二u”=|，/len(2rien(3)); ZE 4,11 = 1/4'Yur 3 I 'len ^  2>*1印��. 
ZE(3,12) = (+1/4*Yur(3,irien(1>/len � *len(3)); ZE(4,12) = 
想 9,1> = (+1/2*Yur(1,2)*len(1)-1/4*Yur(1,3)1en(1)/len(2)Nen(3)); ZE(11,1) = (+1/4*Yur(1,3 广 len �/len(2)*len �V ： 二 二 二 一 _); 
LzE(9,6) = (^ 1/3-Yur(1,1)'len(1H1/4'Yur(1.3)Nen(3)); ZEinie) = (-l/S'Yurlul^lenll 
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ZE(9’7) = (-1/6*Yur(1,1)*len(1)-1/4*Yur(1,3)'len(3)); ZE(11’7> = (+1/6*Yur(1,1)*len(1)+1/4*Yur(1 3)1en(3))-
严’8) = (-1/6*Yur(1’irien⑴+1/4*Yur(1,3ne_； ZE(11’8): H/6*Yur 1,1 *len 1 - 1 / 4 * Y u r 《 C 
ZE(9,9) = H/3*Yur<1,1)*len�/len(2)*len(3H/2*Yur(1,2>*len(3)); ZE(11’9) = (-1/3'Yur(1 Jrien(1)/len(2)*len(3) 
ZE(9’1�> = (+1/6*Yur(1,irien(”/len(2rien �+1/2*Yur(1’2)*len(3)); ZE(11,10) = (-1/6'Yur(i;i)1en(1)/len(2)1eV3V 
ZE(9,11) = (-1/3*Yur(1.1)*len(1)/len(2rien(3)); ZE(11,11) = (+1/3*Yur(1,1)*len(1)/len(2)*ten(3tl/2*Yur(1 m e n ⑶ V 
ZE(9,12> = (-1/6*Yur(1’1)*len ⑴/len(2)*le_； ZE(11,12 = +1/6*Yur 1 1 *len 1 /len • * 二 ⑶ ^^^ 
ZE(10’2> = (+1/4*Yur(1,3)1en(1)/len(2)*len(3)); ZE(12,2) = (-1/2*Yur( ’2)*len( )-1/4*丫一 锁 e n ⑴ / l e n ⑵ * l e n ( 3 、 v 
ZE(10’3) = (•1/2*Yur(1’2rien(1HM*Yur(1,3)*len(1)/len(2rien(3)); ZE(12’3 = +1/4*Yur i’3 *len )/len(2n n ^ ⑵ （ ) ) ’ 
ZE(10’4> = (+1/4*Yur(1’3)*len(1)/len(2)*len(3)); ZE(12,4) = (+1/2*Yur 1,2 len 1 -1/4*Yur(1 3 !ien(1)/len(2r^  
ZE00’5) = (+1/6*Yur(1,1)1en(1).1/4'Yur(1,3)1en(3)); ZE(12.5 = -1/6*Yur(1 1)*len( )+1/4*Y ' � * 二 � ( ) ) ， 
ZE(10,6) = (+1/6*Yur(1,1)1en(1)+1/4*Yur(1,3)*len(3)); ZE(12,6) = -l/rVur 1 l ien l -IM'Yur/l S ^ S 
ZE(10’7) = (-1/3'Yur(1,1)1en(1)-1/4-Yur{1.3)1en(3)); ZE(12.7) = (+1/3*Yur(1 J)1en(1H1/4-Yur(1 3 ) S ) -
ZE(10.8) = (-1/3*Yur(1,irien(1H1/4*Yur(1,3)*len(3)); ZE(12.8) = (+1/3*Yur(1Jr ien l U 4 * Y u r ( U ) ' l e n ( 3 ) 
ZE(10’9> = (+1/6*Yur(1,irien(1)/len(2rien{3)-1/2*Yur(1,2rien(3)); ZE(12,9) = (-1/6*Yur(1’l/*len(1)/len(2rien(b). 
% U [31] % T [3 2] ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ZE(1’1) = (+1/3*Yur(2,2)1en(1)*len(2)/len(3)-1/2*Yur(2,3)1en(1)); ZE(3,1) = (-1/3*Yur(2,2)*len(1)*len(2)/len(3))-
ZE(1’2> = (+1/6*Yur(2,2)1en(1)*len(2)/len(3)+1/2'Yur(2,3)1en(1)); ZE(3,2) = (-1/6*Yur(2,2)*len(1)*len(2 /len 3 ' 
想 = ！ 1 ! 口 丨 e n _ e n ⑶)； ZE(3.3) = (+1/3*Yur(2,2)*len(1)*len(2)/len(3 ; i /2*Yur(2,3) ' len(1))-
ZE(1’4) = (•1/6*Yur(2,2)*len(1)'len(2)/len(3)); ZE(3,4) = (+1/6*Yur(2,2 *len 1 *len 2 /len 3 -1/2*Yur/2�*1二 
ZE(1.5) = {-1/2*Yur(2,3)1en(2)+1/4'Yur(2.1)1en(1)Men(2)/len(3)); ZE(3,5) = (-1/4*Yur(kirien(inen(2)/len(3) ( ) (川’ 
愁 = ！+ 二*vYu;?;I!:len)II，12)^_; “ ZE(3’6) = (-1/2*Yur(2,3)*len(2)-1/4*Yur(2 irien(1)1en(2)/len(3)); 
恐 � = - 1 2 Yur(2’3)*丨en(2H/4*Yur(2’irien(inen(2)/len(3)); ZE(3,7) = (+1/4*Yur{2.irien(irien(2)/len{3)); 
恕 ’ ? 二 l e n _ / 4 * Y u r ( 2 ’ i n e n ( 1 ) ) ; ZE(3’9) M+1/3*Yur(2,2)*len(2)-1/4*Yur 2’1 *len 1); ,, 
想 ’ ? = 3*Yur(2’2)*len(2)+1/4*Yur(2’irien(1»; ZE(3,10) = (-1/3'Yur(2,2rien(2)-1/4-Yu )-|en( • 
ZE(1’12) = (+1/6*Yur(2,2)*len(2H/4*Yiir(2’1 *len(1)); ZE(3,12) = (.1/6*Yur(2 2)1en(2)+1/4'Yur(2 i r ienl l/v 
ZE(2’1) = (+1/6'Yur(2.2)Nen(1)*len(2)/len(3)-1/2*Yur(2.3)1en(1)); Z E 4 1) = (- /6*Yur(2 3’)） 
z l ' 4 ： • 二 * L * 二 2 ; ZE(4’3> = (+1/6*Yur(2’2rien(”*len(2)/len(3)+1/2*Yur(2’3)*len(”>; � 
ZE(2’4> = (-1/3 Yur(2’2) len(1) len(2)/len(3)); ZE(4,4) = (+1/3*Yur(2 2)*lenm*len⑵/len⑶-l/?*Yiir,? <？、*bn/i、 
ZE(2’5) = (-1/2*Yur(2’3rien(2)+1/4*Yur(2’1)*len(1)1en(2)/len(3>); ZE 4 5 = -1/4*Yur 绍 二 二 ( ’ ) ( ) ) ’ 
ZE(2’6> = (+1/4*Yur(2’inen(inen(2)/len(3)); ZE 4 6 = - 2*Y 2 • - m S 
ZE(2,7) = (-1/2*Yur(2,3r_-1/4*Yur(2,irien(irien(2>/len(3)); ZE 4 7 = .1/4'Yu (t 
ZE(2’9) = (-1/6*Yur(2,2rien(2H/4*Yur(2’”*len(1)); ZE 4,9 = +1/6*Yu (2,2rien(2)-1 O u 2 
ZE(2.10) = (+1/6*Yur(2’2)*len(2H1/4*Yur(2,irien(”)； ZE 4.lb) = (-1/6*Yu ( i 2 ) N e n ( 2 ) - m S ^ 
ZE(2.11) = ( -1/3'Yur(2.2)1en(2)-1/4'Yur(2, ir ien(1)); Z E 4.11 = . 1 / 3 ' Y u (2 
ZE(2,12) = (+1/3*Yur(2’2)*len(2H/4*Yur(2’inen ⑴)； ZE(4,12 = (-Vyyurzkhen^^^^^ 
f (5’1) = (-1/4*Yur(1,2)1en(1)1en(2)/len(3)+1/2*Yur(1,3)1en(1)); ZE(6,1) = (+1/4'Yur(1,2)1en( nen(2 ) / l en (3 ) 
ZE(5.2) = (-1/4'Yur(1,2)*len(1)'len(2)/len(3)-1/2*Yur(1,3rien(1)); ZE(6,2) = (+1/4*Yur 1’2 len 1 *len 2 /len 3 : 
严’3) = (+1/4*Yur(1,2)1en(1)*len(2)/len(3)); ZE(6,3) = (-1/4*Yur( ’2)1en( )*len(2) lenffi^^^ 3nen(1». 
严’4) = (.1/4*Yur(1.2)1en(1)Nen(2)/len(3)); ZE(6.4 = - W Y u r 1 2 *len 1 * l e n S 3 二*Y工 二 
ZE(5.5) = (-1/3*Yur(1,irien(1)*len(2)/len(3)+1/2*Yur(1’3)*len(2)); ZE{6.5) = (.1/3*Yur 1, )Nen( )*len(2)/L(3)) ) ( � ’ 
ZE(5’6> = (-1/3*Yur(1’irien(1)*len_en(3)); ZE(6,6) = +1/3*Yur 1 1 *len 1 *len 2 L ] tl/2*Yur(1 3nen�V 
ZE(5’7> = (+1/6*Yur(1’irien(1)*len(2)/len(3)+1/2*Yur(1,3>*len(2»; ZE(6,7 = Ue'YurO inen( r i e n S ( , > ()), 
ZE(5’8> = (+1/6*Yur(1,1)*len(irien(2>/le_; ZE(6,8) = (-1/6*Yur 1 j f l e n I Nen 2/len 3 il/2'Yur(1 3rien⑵V 
想5,9) = (.1/3*Yur(1,1)*len(1)+1/4*Yur(1,2rien(2)); ZE(6,9) = +1/3*Yu ( , )*len = (f品^^ ^ 丨印⑵)， 
= (-1/6*Yur(1,irien(1>-1/4*Y_，2)*len(2>); ZE(6.10) = (+1/6*Yur( ；1)16 ( V l / S 
严 , 1 1 ) = (+1/3*Yur(1,inen(1)+1/4*Yur(1’2)*len(2)); ZE(6,11 = -1/3^Yur( 1 ) 1 e n ( 1 ) ^ 
ZE(5’12) = (+1/6*Yur(1,1)*len(1H/4*Yur(1,2)*len(2»; ZE(6,12) = (-1/6'Yur 1 I 'len I K I m S ^ 
= {-1/4'Yur(1,2)*len(1)*len(2)/len(3)+1/2*Yur(1,3)1en(1)); ZE(8,1) = (+1/4*Yur(1,2)Nen(irien(2)/lenW 
想7,2) = (-1/4*Yur(1’2)*len(1)*len(2)/len(3>-1/2*Yur(1,3)*len(1)); ZE(8.2) = (+1/4*Yur(1’2 *len 1 *len 2 /len 3 : 
恶 , 3 = (+1/4*Yur(1’2)*len(1)*len(2)/len(3)); ZE(8’3) - -1M*Yur( *l 3)*丨印(1、、. 
5(7,4) = (+1/4*Yur(1,2)*len(1)*len(2)/len(3)); ZE(8,4) = -1/4*Yur 1 2 *len 1 * l :眾：二P y二 1�^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
恶 2 = '(-;;6:3ur(1,irien(inen(2)/len⑶+1/2*Yur(1’3rien(2»; ZE(8’5) = .1/6^Yur 1 )Nen ( . ) 即 ( ” ) ’ 
愁 6 = <-1/6*Yur(1,1)*len(irien(2)/len⑶)； ZE(8,6) = H/6*Yur 1,1 *len 1 *len 2 丨二恐 1/2*Yur(1 3nen⑵V 
ZE(7’8) = (+1/3*Yur{1,1)*len(1 *len(2)/len(3)); ZE(8,8) = (-1/3*Yur(1,irien i r ien 2/len 3+1/2*Yurfi <^、*ipn,o、、. 
p 7 , 9 ) = (-1/6*Yur(1’irien⑴+1/4*Yur(1’2rien(2)>; ZE 8,9 -一 .1/6'Yu ( ())’ 
ZE(7’10) = (•1/3'Yur(1.1)1en(1).1/rYur(1,2)1en(2)); ZE(8,10) = (+1/3*Yur(广;>- /^4*丫 igenf^V 
ZE(7，11) = H/6*Yur(1,1)*len(1)+1/4*Yur(1’2nen(《”； ZE 8,11 = -1/6*Yur( * l 二 二 u ( I S n S 
A,4,3,2 Surface Tnteprafion of Pyramidal Fipm叫tg 
( f i n t e A n x N Y r N P R 謂 f r i ) 
The element stamp for P R I S M on the tri surfaces is stated as follows; 
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Col Bases cl:6 ^7:9 ‘ 
Row Bases [- nw Ny][+Yl 1 cN.u +Y12 cN.v | +Y13cN.w]; [- nw Ny][+Yl l*cnil-Y12*bnil ]• 
rl:6 [ nw Nx][+Y21 cN.u +Y22 cN.v | +Y23 cN.w ] [ nw Nx][+Y21*cnil -Y22*bnil ] 
r 0 i r Xcare | ] [ Q ]\ ] 
r7:9 OduetonxN Odue tonx lT" 
I) element stamp for coupling bases {1:6,1:6} “ “ 
=+len(rO)*len(iO)* (( 
(Y11 (+cnr2 cni2 J Lrl*Lil ds -cnr2 cnil 1 Lrl*Li2 ds -cnrl cni21 Lr2*Lil ds +cnrl cnil J U2*U2 ds ) 
+Y12 (+cnr2 bni2 J Lrl*Lil ds -cnr2 bnil J Lrl*Li2 ds -cnrl bni21 Lr2*Lil ds +cnrl bnil f Lr2*Li2 ds ) 
+Y21 (+bnr2 cni21 Lrl*Lil ds -bnr2 cnil I Lrl*Li2 ds -bnrl cni2 f Lr2*Lil ds +bnrl cnil f Lr2*Li2 ds ) 
+Y22 (+bnr2 bni21 Lrl*Lil ds -bnr2 bnil 1 Lrl*Li2 ds -bnrl bni2 j Lr2*Lil ds +bnrl bnil I Lr2*Li2 ds ) 
) * t(c4) /lenw +... this term is non-zero, iff s(r4)==l 
(Y13 (cnr2-cnrl) + Y23 (bnr2-bnrl) )*2*(bnil*cni2-bni2*cnil) this term is non-zero, iff s(r4)==l| 
r S(c4)==l 
)) 
n ) e lement s tamp for coupling bases {1:6，7:9} this term is non-zero, iff s(r4)==l 
=+len(rO)Area/3( -(+cnr2-cnrl) *(+Yll*cnil-Y12*bnil) + (+bnr2-bnrl) *(+Y21*cnil-Y22*bnil))； 
� 
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At5 Simulation Setup with R R T C K and PRTSM 
In our FEM simulation setup, a input mesh layout must be provided to tell the simulator how 
to discretize the simulation domain into BRICK and PRISM within every unit cell ( UC ) ’ assign 
their correponding material properties and order of bases, and extend the global node and edge table 
dynamically. Since the global edge location of each of the boundary condition used must be 
assembled to the global system of equations, their compatibility must be checked. 
Whenever possible, magnetic wall(s) is used to mirror the scatterer to reduce the size of the 
domain and hence the computation time . 
As in any waveguide, the voltage at every point on the cross section of the stripline structure 
is not well defined, linear interpolation of the field is not accurate enough, we can solve this by: 
1. putting at least 3 cells for the width of the line ( as in the edge cells refinement scheme of 
Momentum™ ). However, as the memory is limited and the aspect ratio of the mesh cells should 
not be too high, this setting is almost impractical for problems with discontiuities in our research. 
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